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OPENING CER.EMOT{Y

1. The CHAIRMAN, after welcoming the delegates to Bern. including the

delegation of Argentina, invited Mr. Matthias Meyer to address the meeting on behalf of the

Government of Switzerland.

2. Mr. MATTHIAS MEYER, Temporary Governor for Switzerland, formally

welcomed the delegates to the Fifth Conseultative Meeting on the ADF-VII repienishment.

He hoped that they would be able to see something of the country during their stay despite

the inclemency of the weather.

3. He stressed that Africa represented a very important region for the people of

Switzerland, that it accounted for half of their bilateral resources, and that their particular

interest stemmed from deep concern about the severe political and economic difficulties

facing many African countries. Judgement was harsh about the present situation was very

harsh due to lack of prospects for adjustment and growth in Africa whose experience

contrasted with the rapid changes taking place in many Asian and latin American countries.

4. The current meeting of the African Development Fund should be seen in that

light. Account should also be taken of the fact that the African Development Bank Group,

as an institution, had to contend with particularly challenging tasks at the present time.

Beside the need for a rapid ADF replenishment, there were other no less serious issues to

be considered. For instance, the Report of the Task Force on Project Quality was now

ready. , fn fact, the current meeting had been timed in order to take cognizance of the

document which, among other things, dealt with the wider issues of the capital adequacy of

the Bank and its financial policies.

5. The ADB was also faced with difficult institutional problems involving its major

governing organs, the voting power structure, the functioning of the Board of Directors and
relationship between it and Management, all of which were part of the picture requiring

urgent attention.

6. In conclusion, he commended to the meeting the following extract from the
recommendations of the Task Force about improving lending quality:
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"Doing so will require the concerted acti'-irr oi ail stafi, Management, Board of

Directors and ther ficvenr{-,1.s rflnrr..,sentir,g it:, 'i{' ;;hareholcling countries.

Shortcomings outlined in this reçor't are their collective responsibility, -iust as

much as are the strengths and assets of the Bank a.,r Africa's premier development

finance institution".

7. The CHAIRMAI,I thanked Mr. lvieyer for his inspiring words about Alïica and

the African Development t,unû. He observed tliai the erucial in'rportance of the present

meeting lay in a combination of several significant elernents. In the first place, it was taking

place just before the 30th anniversary celehratinns nf the Bank and the Annr.ral Meetings in

Nairobi where important decisions were expected to be taken.

8. In that connection, he referred to the informal meeting of the OECD non-regional

members in I-ondon at the end of March at a time when the Bureau of the Board of

Governors, other Governors, and the President of the Bank were giving signals on issues of

great importance to the Bank Group and the Task Force on Project Quality was nearing the

conclusion of its assignment. During their informal meeting, the non-regional group had felt

that it was time to spell out issues deemed to be of great importance to the future of the Bank

Group.

9. They realizeÀ that although several of those issues were outside the scope of the

ADF itself, there was an intimate linkage between the Bank and the Fund. He had,

therefore, been mandated to convey the Group's ideas and concerns to the Chairman and

members of the Bureau of the Board of Governors as well as the President of the Bank

through a letter dated 15 April 1994, copies of which had been distributed to the Deputies.

The OECD non-regional members had held another informal meeting on the10.
previous day in pursuance of their concerns about the ADF and the course of action to be

taken by all the interested parties. He had held discussions with members of Managernent

and the Bureau. It might be a good thing to have a round table that afternoon to solicit the

views of Deputies on issues specific to the ADF and fhe hroader is.sues affecting the Bank

Group raised in the letter, in the presence of the Chairman of the Board of Governors and

the President who would have arrived by then. He would propose that their reactions be

made on the following morning, particuiarly Management's ideas and strategies, for

following up on the Knox Report.

D/ST
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ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA (ADF-VIUCM.5|94|28) (agenda item l)

1 1 . The CHAIRMAN invited Deputies to adopt the Agenda subject to ari exchange

of views on the letter dated 15 April 1994 mentioned above.

The Deputies adopled the Agenda of the Fifth Corrsuluative Mceting on the

Seventh Generai Replenishment of the ADF Resources reproduced as annex.

ADOPTION OF THE SUMMARY RECORDS OF'TTIE FOIIRTH CONSULTATIVE

MEETING I{ELD n{ COpEr.IIIAGEiit Oiq 20-2X JANUARY 1994 (ADFIZ{JADF-

VWCM.4/94/SR.) (agenda item 2)

t2. TheREPRESENTATIVE of FRANCE thanked Management for forwarding the

document in ample time to Deputies to enable them propose amendrnents thereto. He

requested that his delegation's written amendments to paragraphs I30,257 and 445) of the

Summary Records should be treated as an integral part of the document.

The Deputies adopted the Summary Records of the Fourth Consultative Meeting

held in Copenhagen on 20-21 January 1994 subject to the incorporation of the French

delegation's amendments.

CONSIDERATION OF THE DRAFT REFORT ON THE CONSULTATIVE

MEETINGS ON THE SEVENTII GENERAL REPLENISHMENT OF THE

RESOLJRCES OF IIIE AFRICAN DEVELOPMET{T FIJND (ADF-VIV C}d{. 5 lg4tlRev.2)
(agenda item 3)

t3. Mr. IVOLDU (ADB), in his introductory remarks, explained that the starting
point of the document was the ADF-VI I-ending Policy. The extensive and substantial

written comments and suggestions received from Deputies after the Copenhagen meeting had

beæn incorporated and underlined except a few cases which were judged not to reflect the

substance of the deliberations at that meeting. Those on which full agreement had not been

reached by Deputies v/ere put in square brackets.

D/ST
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14. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the draft report be considered paragraph by

paragraph.

15. The REPRESEI\TATM of the UNTIED KINGDOM thanked the Swiss

authorities for the excellent arangements made for the meeting.

He pointed out that despite Management's efforts to accornmodate the detailed

comments sent by his delegation after the Copenhagen meeting, it had not responded to the

central point raised in the covering letter. He expressed the view that the whole structure

of the report appeared to be wrong and needed to tre revised, bringing upfront much more

clearly the organizational and operational deficiencies revealed by the l(nox Report.

Management's clear response to those shortcomings was critical to shaping the ADF-VI

replenishment. It was unsatisfactory giving a description of the difficulties facing Africa in

paragraph 4 without any reference to the concerns of Deputies about the institutional

weaknesses of the ADF.

The CHAIRMAN proposed, in order to save time, that the issue of the Knox

16.

t 7 .

19.

Report be addressed along with issues of a strategic nature.

18. The REPRESENTATIVE of the NETHERLANDS expressed his gratitude to

the Swiss authorities for their hospitality and the excellent arrangements made for the

meeting.

He felt that the spreading out of "Country Eligibility and Resource Allocation"

over so many paragraphs was cumbersome and hardly made for easy reading. He proposed

instead a simpler system of country classification consisting of Category A countries with per

capita GNP of US$ 543 or less, and including small island countries and countries deemed

uncreditworthy for non-concessional financing by the'World Bank (i.e. IDA-only countries);

Category B (Blend) countries with per capita GNP of US$ 1,054 or less; and Category C

(Bank-only) with per capital of over US$ 1,054. The classification could, of course, be

reviewed during the replenishment period, particularly when data changes necessitated a

switch.

24. In reply to a question by the Chairman, he proposed that Nigeria should be a

Blend country.

D/ST
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21. The REPRESENTATM of ITA,LY likervise thanked tlie Srviss authorities for

their warm hospitality.

22. He endorsed the Dutch delegate's suggestion for a simplif icalicn of the eligibility

criteria and for the adoption of the IDA classification system, theieby enabling the ADF to

concentrate on Categories A and ts countries.

23. The REFI{F^SENTATWE of GBRMAFIY also congratulated the Swiss

authorities fcrr the ilrrangements made for the rneeting.

24. His delegation would like to see the Dutch proposal in writing with a conrplete

list of the prospective recipient countries which should be annexed to the report after

approval. He felt, in principle, that the classification adopted by the World Bank should be

applicable to the regional development banks (AsDB, IADB and ADB) and that any possible

deviations therefrorn should be explained and discussed.

25. The REPRESENTATIVE of CANADA said his delegation was prepared to

support the Dutch proposal after thorough examination. He also felt that Nigeria should be

treated as a Blend country. He disagreed, however, with the proposal in paragraph B to give

Category C countries access to the TAF resources since they would already be eligible for

ADB resources. Furthermore, his delegation would like to have a definition of the term
"substantial access" in relation to Category B countries in paragraph 10.

26. The CHAIRMAN explained that the proposal for a lirnited access to Category

C countries was a continuation of previous practices. He recommended that further

discussion of paragraph 10 should be shelved till the discussion of paragraph 14 dealing with

Nigeria.

27. The R.EPRESENTATIYE of FRANCE voiced reservations about the manner in

which the report had been written. He regretted that contrarv to the agreement reached in

Copenhagen, no oppcrtunity had been given to Deputies to verify and propose amendments

to the second draft before preparing the third which was the one that should haye been tabled

at the current rneeting.

D/ST
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28. The paragraph uncler discussion was inconsisterrt r.,ritlr tire agreerl prrinciple

whereby all proprosals would have Treen incorporated irr tlre dral'1. ri:;rr,it r-:.ice:pt those which

had not received the consen-sus of Depr-rties. As far as lre çcukl rer:all. atrl the lleputies had

supported the classihcation irtto tltree categc,ries, especiallv tlie Al-rF-only category. Some

divergencies, however, still renrained ab'.rut tlie conrposition of ilie diiferent categories. He

reiterated tLrat tris country stood for the adopliori of tlie IDA classi{ic"rtio'i ivhiuli would affect

only three iDA-only countries: Angola, Lesotho and Cape Verde. 'Ihe pcr capita GNP

proposed by Management was an update of the division instituted under A.DF-VI. T'he

position of Algeria sltruld t,e lciciked into afler asscssing llie irnpact cf its recent cui'rency

devaluaUon.

29. Finally, he endorsed the Chairman's proposal for the appointment of a select
Drafting Committee of Deputies to handle their report.

30. The CI{AIRIVIAI{ explained that the p.rc'cedure agreecl upon in Copenhagen had
proved impracticable for many countries which failed to sencl in their written conrments

within the 14-day time limit. It had, therefore, been decide/ to incorporate all the comments

in one text. Secondly, wtrile textual amendments could be dealt with through bilateral

consultations, those bearing on policies had to be approved by a conse.nsus at the plenary

sitting. That was why he had requested the United States' representative to introduce his

ideas in text form but not for discussion there zrnd then. He agreed that once approved, after

sorting out the borde.rline cases, the Dutch text could be annexed to the report.

31. The REFRESBNTATM of BELGIUM expressed his appreciation of the host

country's hospitality.

32. His delegation was also not satisfied with the draft report, particularly in regard

to country classification. He could not subscribe to the proposal in paragraph 8 about

extending TAF resources to Category C countries, nor to that in par:rgraph 9 cf allowing

Category C countries assessed to be creditworthy to get blend resolrrces.

33. Like the previous speakers, he favoured classification into three categories on the

lines of IDA: Category A: ADF-only; Category B: Blend; and Category C: ADB-only. He

aiso agreed that the implications of the ciassificatior shor-rld be spelt out ancl the list of the

recipient countries annexed to the report. His rielegation ibund certain ciemerits of the Dirtch

text interestilrg zurd would study the;n irtientively.
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The REFRESA,NTATI'y'E nf ttre {IFi{'{'Fl{l Kli.!{l[]{itoI aereed rvith the views

of the previous speakers, especiall.v on the desirabiliiy of adr:pting fhr,: IDA classification

system. It was preferable to have a s]'stem ciearily ideniitving ill)|-oni3',, Ëlerrd and Ëank-

only rccipient countries to the former arTaitgemcnt trased purely gn GNP cut-off point. But
Managernent should provide a table selting o'"rt its unCerst'anding of'what the three categories
would be to enable Deputies react to the Dutch proposals, notably on the composition of the
Blend Category and the size of countries within that category" Management shouid also
consider wliether the plopurtiolr of resourues fur lire B uaiegcry couirtries shr:uld be increased
or reduced. Furthermore, he asked for a cla-r:ificaTion of the proposals atrout equalizing
various surpluses and minuses.

35. The REPR.ESETVTATTvE of f.tre UNtrT'En STATE^S of AMERICA said his
delegation appreciated the hospitaiify of the Swiss authorities and the arrangements made by
Management for the meeting.

36. Given the complicated discussions ahead and the Deputies' goal to work towards
a conclusion of the replenishment negotiations as experJitiously as possible, he appealed to
the Executive Directors present to intermix with the various delegations so as to help in
resolving the issues uder discussion.

37.

39. Finally, he observed that difficult discussions had usuallv been hard to tract in
the past, that the Secretariat had done an admirable drafttngjob by reflecting the views of
the various delegations, and that the text before the Deputies was a useful basis for
continuing their discussions.
D/ST

34.

His delegation's thinking was sirnilar to that behind the Dutch proposal, and
would endorse the views of the previous speakers, particularly about the small island
countries, and the restriction of the TAF to the lowest income countries because of resource
constraints. He continued to believe strongly that the 1A% ailocation to TAF was too high
and should come down ts 5%. The foregoing discussions depended on the size of the
replenishment. He expected that indications on that score had to he given before the end of
the present meeting.

38. He requested that paragraph 14 be reworded to the effect that Nigeria might be
eligible for ADF-vII resources if it met the performance criterion.
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40. Tire CFIATF*},..{AI'{ worrtleteti if it'iiiitagt:trrelrl ct'uld L;il:iiaie at slrurt notice the

Dutch text on country eligihility into a list of the three clifierenr categories of recipient

countries.

41. The REPRESEF{TATIVE nf GUX?},IÀI.IY explcssr-"tl concern atrout the fact tlrat

the draft report reflected only comnients subrnittexi ilr rvritilg aftcr tl're CopenlLagerr rreeting

and had left out the oral comments made by his dctregation bcl.h rii that mecting and at the

preceding one in Or-lagadcugeu.

42. The CFIÀIRh{.\]{ essur;d thr lir-;i sp.'ah;: *.|ilÎ .t *as t-,ut of thr: same conçern

that hg hacl Iclunc lt necg3ùalJ tcl i")ioirt)-; ' ; ' i l" ;- l i ir ' .r;;.r ir- 11i: i '{ '- 'r.,- ' . Li ,f. ir i r.:u:l lgl.J:: i lng ti le umft

report paragraph by paragraph.

Mr. RWEGASIRA (ADB), amplifying the Chairman's explanations, stâted that43.

46.

he had already arranged for the dispatch of the first revised draft by DHL rvhen more

detailed comments started comirrg in from several caprtals" it hâil tlrei'efore been agreed,

after consultation with the Co-ordinatcr and his colleagues, that the belaled comments be

incorporated into the text so as to ensure that the task was thorough and satisfactory.

44. The REPRESENTATIVE of AUSIiRIA supported the request for a simplier

classification system as well as the opposition to extending TAF resources to Category C

countries.

45. The REPRESENTATM OF FINLAND joined the other delegations in

expressing gratitude to the Swiss authorities for hosting the meeting. He also agreed with

the Chairman's conclusion on the Dutch proposal" However, should that proposal affect SPA

countries or lead to any overlapping, a speciai reference should be made to it in the report.

The wording of paragraph 10 dealing with blending was open

interpretations and should be studied and defined by the Board of Directors at a

In that connection, he agreed with the Austrian delegate that the TAF resources

be extended to Category C countries unless they were IAAVI refundable.

D/ST
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47. The REFRESH,NTATM of JAPAI{ said that he appreciated Management's

efforts in carrying out the difficult lask of preparing the draft report.

48. He shared the view that the term "creditworthiness" needexJ to be clarified and

that a simpler system of classification be put in place. it apprç1s6 tltal if Canreroon, Côte

d'Ivoire and Congo which had recently devalued their currelcies were classified in Category

A, there would be 37 countries in that Category, 6 in Category B and 9 in Cal.egory C,

whereas the share of ADF-VII resources to Category A remained at 9A% in the document.

That percentage might therefore have to be reconsiderecl.

49. \With reference to the last lines of paragraph 7, he courrselled against frequent

reviews because they might destabilize the allocation of resources. l{e conseguently proposed

that the words "as necessary" be replaced by "if neÆessary".

50. The REPRESENTATIVE of SWITZERLAND wo uiler ed w ho rv.-ru 1 d deter mi ne

the reclassification of countries. One option was automatic application of changes decided

upon by the World Bank, but the advantages or implications of sush a decision had to be

analysed for purposes of country progranirning. Germany's proposal tirat changes to

categories by the \i/orld Bank should also apply to the ADB except where there were valid

and justifiable differences should be addressed explicitly in the text.

51. The REPRF^SEIYTATIVE of PORT'UGAL congratulated the Swiss authorities

and the ADB for the excellent arrangements made for the current meeting.

52. Referring to paragraphs 12 and 13, he maintained his delegation's support of the

decision taken in Copenhagen to allocate 22% of ADF-VII replenishrnent resources to PBL

and l0% to TAF.

53. The RBPRESENTATIVE of NOR\ryAY said he fully supported the Dutch
proposal, but repeated for the third time his request to Management to adopt a blending
policy.

54. The CHAIRMAN took it that the Deputies agreed that, on the basis of the Dutch
proposal, the list of countries in the three categories would be considered and annexed 1o the
report.

D/ST
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55. Iie reiteral.ed his eai'lie:: ltlirig th',ri fultllcr di:;cu;lion il-.,-.rut til* li;I..rireltt s,quare-

bracketted in paragrrtph 1{i be ûc,t'enecl till tlLey carile to T.lre dilcussi.-,11 çi paurgraph izl.

The mçcting was sus_psrldcd. atllJ5.',ijid__trisuml aI.l 1 Iil_a,lt

' Ihe 
CIIÀliUViÀ,{ potitect {lLrI tirât aitiioLrgir ftrr'û.8r.{i,j i\ r i r.irr-, i iûl deal clirectly

with percel l lages, i i . ' , ,vas i iurrci l ie lç: ,s l i r ,kcJ lu l l r ; : -  qi . r{ ; i r i iurr  ç.rr . ,"r . , , i . , .1. ,  , . i j ic, l  l - 'y t l re Duicl t

delegate, i.e. whether Ttrere were grourrds to pursue tlre discLr,isir,rr r-rr, l lre rrerv classit' icalion

and the ciistrihutinll q.tf re:;l,rri:,,q':i l-fit ',,reÉrt t'-iateqrrr-ies ,q arrcl [-l 1e5pqql11,r--jy 3t {:ltt/o ant) l(l%.

That affalySiS r:uUit i  bÉ ui ,r t rÈ.tLl- i i . t ; r :  r ; l . l l - r5*{- l l , ' ' - r l l iy ' , ; l t$! i ' -1,r , : . rr-r . -r i r rr  r(r :  i : , : .Lrc:  t . '1 ' - . r- ,ul l t fy

classificatiorr.

57. He added that the word "FBI-" should be deleted 1'rorr paragraiit 72,1ine2 of

the English text.

58. The I{.EPRilSENTATIv-E of F"fr.AIqCE observe<l that there vras increasirrg

disparity between the Engiish and French versions" The English version spoke of "I"BL"

reflows" whereas the French versiorr used the ternts "rnorrlants r-les prêts a I'appui des

reformes". IIe suggested instead "rnontânts rembourses" (anrcunt reinrbursei) or
"reirnbursements", as in the English text. Howe',,er, the deletion of "PBL", as suggested by

the Chairman, would imply allocating the totalitv of reimbursenrents to pclicy-based loans.

He wished to know if that was the mea-ning of fo{anagement's proposal.

59. Vice-Fresident LOUNES (ÂDB), speaking on L,:half of fuIanageilent, addressed

his sincere thanks to tlre Swiss auttrorities for the high quality of thcir hospifality. He

observed that there was an error in the French trarslation of the p;iragrapir v,ihich should

read: "Les Etats participants sont convenus que [25i{22,5] pour cent du montant de la

septième reconstitution, majorés clu inontant du remboursernent des prôts, seront consacrés
I t

60. The REFRFÆENTATIVE cf l?'é,LY, referling to fraiii<i.'il;ir 11, suggestei the

introduction of the follorvirrg anrendnierit: "[iCl pcr ceilt of ê"DF]-Vil ri:.i-;ilti,es strall lie used

for traditional specific investrnent lc'arrs; 95 per cent cf thes,:. u::rourccs sirall be allocated to

Category A countries and the rerna.iniiig 5 per cent io C21.t,,ty R cr'urttriÈs"

TST
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He proposed the following wording for paragraph i2: "State Participants agreed

that up to 20 per cent of the ADF replenishment resourcas" and maintenance of the initial

text concerning the PBL reflow. He could not accept earmarking all the amounts reimbursed

for policy-based lending.

62. The CIIAIRMAN feit that the figures in square brackets constituted the principal

stumbling-block in that part of the report.

6 1 .

63. The REPRESENTA,TIVE of AUSTRIA thought that the figures were too

restrictive, that preference should go to project financinq and that policy-based loans should

be reduced. He suggested also the retention of 5 per cent in paragraph 13. He supported

the Italian delegate's reasoning, and recommended mentioning that loan projects would

remain the backbone of the Bank's activities.

64. He indicated that the deletion of "PBL" as suggested by the Co-ordinator would

not remedy a translation error, but would introduce a substantive amendnrent. His authorities

wished to see an upper limit of 20 per cent imposed if PBL reflows were included. He

expressed his delegation's formal opposition to the deletion of the reference to policy-based

loans. If the reimbursed amounts were excluded, then a part of the sentence should be

expunged, so that the percentage could be raised to 22.5 or 25Vo.

6s. The CHAIRMAN, in the context of hgures relating to policy-based loans,

recalled that the functions of such loans had been highlighted during the previous discussions,

along with the eventual inclusion of a Fifth Dimention type of mechanism enunciated later

in the text.

66. The REPRESENTATIVE of BELGILIM supported his Italian colleague's

viewpoints, particularly concerning the change from 90 to 96% of resources allocated to

Category A countries, against 57o to Category B countries, due to the reduction of countries
in the latter category, based on the assumption of a review of those categories.

67. It appeared to his also that the level of policy-based loans

20%. Knowing that his country favoured a reduction in the technical
from 10% to 5%, the 65% or 67.5% repeateÀ in paragraphe li

accordingly.

T/ST
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The CHAIRMAN thought that it would be useful, since Deputies were speaking
in figures, to mention three, the percentages to be allocated respectively to investments
(paragraph 1 1), policy-based loans (paragraph 12) and technical assistance (paragraph 13),
amounting to l00Vo of resources.
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68.

69.

73.

The second point to be specified was the allocation of resources between the two
categories of countries in the suggestal proportion of 90% to l0%.

70. The REPRESEI{TATM of GERMANY felt that coherence necessitated
qualifying the figures in paragraph 11 with the term "up to", and ttrose in paragraphs 12 and

13 wittt "at least". As for the specific figures, he preferred leaving open the matter of

determining whether 22.5% for policy-based loans was appropriate, or whether it should be

revised downwards, given that a higher amount was excluded.

71. He reiterated that change from one category to another would naturally bring

about a re-equilibrium in the allocation of lesources between categories.

72. His authorities had problems in the interpretation of paragraphs ll and 12. In

that regard, paragraph 8 of the ADF-VI report was clearer, more comprehensible, and more

complete. He recommended that it be reproduced, thereby eliminating ipso facto the problem

of PBL reflows. The text submitted might be correct, but it was difficult to understand.

He observed that the expression "traditional specific investment loans" referred

to the perid prior to the introduction of policy-based loans. He thought that it had become

outdated.

74. Generally speaking, he had not seen anywhere in the report a deflnition of "ADF-

VII resources". He deemed such a definition necessary, and should encompass not only the

proceeds of the replenishment, but also loan cancellations and reimbursements.

75. The CHAIRMAN requested Management to clarify the last point raised by the

German representative.

76. The REPRESENTATM of JAPAN noted another translation error in

paragraphs 12 and 13. Since the expression "up to" mentioned in the English text was not

in the French text, the words "au maximum" should be added to the latter.
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He supported tlie ligures proposed by his ïtalian solleague, namely 80% in
paragraph 11 and 20Vo in the foliowing paragraph, where he would prefer 17.5%.
Nevertheless.his delegation was ready to join a consensus over 10%, subject to excluding
interest subsidy, because a Fifth Dimension type of mechanism also concerned paragraph 40
thereunder, which should read in the sarnecontextas paragraphs 12and24. He, therefore,
reserved his right tc revert to the matter later.

78. He proposed the following amendment concerning PBL reflows to all other
reimbursements, i.e. "besides reimbursements" because fcrr him, the expression "PBL flows"
meant nothing whereas "reflows" said everything" Finaliy, in paragraph 13, it was important
to cttoose berween 5% afla lU7o, out lI tire ïrrsr llgllre were reTâltie.d, there would be a 5%
surplus of unallocated rescrurces.

79. The CHAIRMAN recalled that the totality of resources mentioned in paragraphs
17,12 and 13 was shared between investments, policy-based loans and technical assistance.
Therefore, for reasons of coherence, add up either 65%, 25% and l0%, or 67.5%, 22.5%
and l0%. The issue of reimbursernents had been overtaken, because they were amounts
reinjected into the commitment capacity of the Fund, and would therefore be reallocated
within the limits of the prescribed percentages.

80. TheRDPRESEI''{TATIVE of the UNITED KINGDOM announced the following
figures: 65Vo, 25%, and lÙVo. He added that the primordial message from the World Bank
analysis of structural adjustment in Africa was that where there was firm commitment on the
part of the authorities of the countries concerned, adjustment succeeded, but that still more
sustained efforts should be deployed. Hence the figures announced above. But it was
premature to fix the percentages definitively before knowing the global replenishrnent level.

81. His authorities thought also that if the Technical Assistance Fund was really
utilized for improving project quality, one could plead for the allocation of a reasonble
proportion of resources to TAF. That was one of the messages of the Knox Report.

82. The REPRESENTATIVE of SWITZERLAND nored, in rhe first place, that rhe
issue of reimbursements was very important for commitment capacity. The best means of
taking that into consideration was to fix the percentage on overall fresh resources, plus
reimbursements, rather than allocate reimbursements to specific operations which would
imply more resources for loans than the percentages defined in the present document. It
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wr:uld ire impct-tarlt tr-r havc a gir.,hiri ;1ri,i'".i +.,i,';i-rç1{':rÎ titirrtlr',ri";l:{iigntli cluting the period

covered hy the reple.niihnten{ in nlrlnr ln hr'"i'an iri.'" ni /1i-tr;i"r lrrTqgfl resotlrces.

Secondly, tris authorities were oppcrsed trl fi,cing p*rcentages concerning the83.

86.

Technical Assislance Frrnrl Lrecause such ;i. piar.rti(:i rl'as côntiaiiy to ttre forinulation of a

country risk policv as r,veli ilt a gr;ç{ çrr:rlbt;rriirir- ,:-l-lt.;,d ;-'-'r.ilrri} p'i<.tgremltirrgl they favoured

the crealittn ui a series ,.oi iirdiua,-nr'i ,vlri,-.lr ,, ,s .1,1t,-'.1v i.' L;u. ,,i,; .'i ' l-ri.trâly as they did noi

correspond to a spccific anal;'lis tf Lç: nllrl' ' 1 '',';.1..:lr 1r"rnt:" It might x'ell be that a loan

programme set at 25% or 20lo .pr:nlJ ix e iil;,ir t: u higlr oi' tcrc .lrtrv, acccirding to what

trar:spired i;i thc succierJi'rl lwi' {r, illr'r- '.,

uuget.

84. He felt that that was inevitabie lur ti"re lendir;g piogrârnme, and that the two

percentage of 25 and 22"5 were acceptable, but did not believe that technical assistance

activities should be limited to a given peroenl"ge. Such activities should form an integral

part of troan projects and structural aclliursiment lcerlts, The irrrplçttentation of the latter

required a substantial contribution for insiitutiona-l refurrn:;. In a sense, technical assistance

activities should not be equated with grants and subsidies. A portion of the latter which

would serve to finance technic:al assistarlc(: rvtrich, for its Dart, cottld be financed by the ADF

or, for Categories B and C courrtries, from the resources made available for normal projects.

The report should reflect that characteristic.

85. The REPRESENTATIVil sf LlAl\lADA, sensiti,re to his Swiss colleague's

statement, considered that, in the iong-term, the prar:tice of fixed percentages should be

abandoned in favour of counting, henceforth, on country risks and country prtlgramming.

But to remedy the lack of effective conntru risk arrd counlry progranlnling policies, the

guidelines under consideration were neces:iary"

For some time, Deputies hacl asked for a review cf the technical assistance. In

default of such a review, his authoriLies could not support an allocation of a higher

percentage than 5 % çf the ADF resources for technicai assislairce. And to the extent that

such activities were tied to sfte.;ific loans as well as s!,uclies of deve.lopmenl projecis resulting

in projects, they would like the said activities to be integratecl in the projects, and financed

from funds provided for the proiects. Technical assisiance need not necessarily be provided

at all times free of charge.

T/ST
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His delegation would support an allocation of 22.5% for policy-based loans if

there were a Fifth Dimension type of mechanism. Otherwise. it would plead for 25%. He

proposed, finally, that out of his authorities' concern to see a debt fund put in place within

the context of the ADF, to help the Bank, if necessary, the following addition to the end of

pangraph 12: "Finally, a portion of ADF resources replenishment could be used to deal

with countries in protracted arreârs at the African Development Bank".

88. TheREPRASENTATIVE of theLINITED STATES of AMERICA recalled that

during the previous ccrnsultative meeting, Deputies had optxl for 22.5% by way of

compromise - a compromise withoutelegance - between the proposals for 20% and25Vo.

His delegation would have preferred 20%, but it remained open to 22.5%. During the same

meeting, there had been a lively discussion on the issue of reference to IMF and IBRD

documentation in the ADF documents. It had been finally concluded that they were non-

project loans or policy-based loans. Within the framework of the Special Prograrrme for

Africa (SPA), there had been difficulties and even litigations over disbursements, the ADF

having disbursed where, in the opinion of the other members of the donor community, and

the basis for such disbursements being inexistent.

89. His delegation was in favour of continuing policy-based loans, and subjecting that

goodwill to a consensus between the different parties: the IMF, the IBRD and the African

Development Bank Group, in keeping with the intention expressed by Management during

the formulation of the programme.

90. Regarding paragraph 22and reimbursements, his aul.horities would prefer that the

reimbursements were not mentioned in the present context. He had thought that the

reimbursements would go up from 127 million Units of Account to 45 millions Units. He
asked for a clarification of the figures.

91. Vice-President LOIJNES said that he would have circulated a memorandum

addressed to an Executive Director a-nd copied to other Executive Directors, evaluating the
reimbursements programmed for the years 1994, t995 and 1996 for both the Bank and the
Fund.

92. The REPRESENTATIVE of the LINITED STATES of AMERICA wanted to
know, at that juncture, the amounts, even approximative, of reimbursements to the ADF for
the three-year period.
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93. Vice-Ptesident I-ûUi{ES said l-hat the document had jusl lree'r sorrt fcrr pirotocopy,

and that he would rather not hazard iipproximaiiver arnounts,

94. The REPRESENTATïVE of tlie {JNîTED STATIIS of At\îEIl ICA rcpeated his

suggestion 1o shelve for tlLe tinle deing llrc issue crf reirlbulsed arir<-,unts bir(-:iriuse they could

be used for other purposes. If ttiere rvcre lcgal ccnsti'aints agains', ilie utilizltion of ADF

resources, with llS$ 127 nrillion o1,er three i'ears, the possibility al' a rlebt management

mechanism might be exarnined.

95. l 'here were rglcr'ê-rtcËs rû tire lir{ilurilun oii iur rilrercsl sutiiru"/ structul'e rn the

operations. In fact, there v;as no such mechanism in the operations, in tlre present document,

nor anywhere else. V/hat was wrongly calied the Fifth Dimension in the document under

consideration was something else. 'What was meânt when speaking of 20% or 22.5% of

policy-based loans in the context of a structural adjustrnent programme for which a recipient

country had a structural adjLrstnrent programme, was a facility wliich the country concerned

could utilize to meet its debt obligations, particularly to the Atiican Development Bank.

96. Finally, it was worth noting that tlre United States was not opposed to technical

assistance. His authorities regarded technical assistance as an essential contponent of

development and supported it, particularly in the context of projects. But his country

opposed to the concept of technical assistance incorrectly extended to outside elements, such

as the financing of current expenses of projects. Yet, it so transpired that 50% of the

amounts supposedly disbursed under tectrnical assistance should not liave been disbursed.

97. For his delegation, 5% was a perfectly suitable figure. The 5 % difference

mentioned by the Japanese delegate cauld this be. allocated for llnancing the norntal activities

of the ADF.

98. Vice-President LOIINES (BAD) expressed the view that the amounts reimbursed

were not legally part of the Fund resources. Reverting to the figures he had alluded to

earlier, he explained that according to Management's calculations, the amounts reimbursed

plus ADF's charges for the period 1994-1996 stood at about UA 188 million. But if account

were taken of past experience, i.e. arrears, the estimate would clrop to UA 135 million.

99. The REPRESENTATIVE of SWITZERLAND wished to know if it was possible

to have projections for bevond the three-year period.
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100. The REPR.ESENTATIYE of' SPA${ annourtcc.i{ 67,59/" for trarlitional loans.

22.5% for policy-based loans, and lt% for technical assistance.

101. The REPRESENTATWE of FII\LAND, supporting his Gerrnan colleague,
proposed a qualification of the amount allocated for traditic-,nzù loans with the words "at

least", ffid that those for policy-based loans as well as tecllnical assislance be nraximum

amounts. He also endorsed the introduction of flexibility as demanded by his colleague.

102. Concerning ttre distribution of the amounts, he agreed with the percentages
proposeo tfy sparn. i\everftreless, tie lvoulrl llKe Io add that the allocaiion tor technrcal
assistance should be in harmony with paragraph 41 dealing with the ultirnate utilizalion of
that component.

103. Furthermore, he supported the addition to paragraph 12 as advocated by the
Canadian delegate"

104. The REPRESENTATIYE of FRANCE, following the intervention of the
German representative, and that of the Chairman, thought that a clear definition of ADF
resources was necessary. It was better to consider the ADF commitment capacity and place
the notion of commitment authority over that of "ADF resources" or "resources of the ADF-
VII replenishment". Commitment authority in fact comprise many elenients, including those
that had not been mentioned, and interests on loans and investments, as well as deductions
for ADF participation in the Bank Group's administrative expenses. 'fhat dehnition should
be followed by the adoption, in the body of the text, of the established term.

105. Japan had already mentioned the disparity between the English and the French
versions by drawing attention to the term "up to" in the English which had no equivalent in
French. His authorities preferred the French text, given that the amounts lnentionecl were
understood as targets, and not absolute limits.

106. Referring to paragraph l2,he shared the position of the American clelegation,
which called for greater coordination of disbursements within the context of the SPA.

107. As for the amounts reimbursed, he felt that their utilization would be largely tied
to the type of decisions which to be taken on tlie Fifth Dimension, and which should,
therefore, be awaited. He thanked Management for the two figures put forward. and
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requested Vice-President Lcrunes for the justificatiorr cf the optirnisrn of his projections wlriclr

had rnnved frotn an ArrÊ-a.rs recoverv rate of 2 il: trs 34.

108. He supported the Swiss and Canadian proposals on the sirecif ic f,rgures, and

agreed ttrat it was regrettable that lirnits had to be irnposed. But it wlis tlLe lacl< of
worthwhile risk and cornrnitrnent polir:ies rvhich necessitated such nrîasures. He, therefore,
proposed 70Vo,25% and it%, exchtsive of reimbursernents, orr the assuniption that the

reimbursements woulcl be deployed to a Fifth l)imension type of rnechanism.

I flg I { iq  r le l r ' r r r t inn r r , 'eq l i [ .n  n lhprq qunnnr- t r . r l  l l r : t rn in: r l  u . :c ic iancn nnerat i r . ,n . :  .v l r i r ' f r

explained his clissatisfacticn with the utiiization tlrat irad heen rnadc cf the ÂDF technical

assistance resources. For instance, he obsen,ed that since 1987, half ol'the strrdies llnanced

by the TAF had not been folloured-up. Furtlrerrrore, the crilu]ative rale oi'disbLrrsernerrts of

technical assisiance projects under AI)I.'-V and ALrF--VI was only 2B%, wliich was indicative

of a serious dysfunction.

110. Finally, in paragraptr 12, lre proposed the dclel ion frorn t ire }îrertclr text of the

phrase "noiamment celles qui ont trait au", of the lâst sentcrrcc cf the paragraph encling thus:
"ses opérations à I'appui des réformes, dans 1e cadre drr Frograrnrrir: spéci:r1 ri'asr:i'rlance pour

I'Afrique". Only the two wr:rds "il.nd particuliirly" lrad to be deleied Jronl lire I}iijlish text.

111. The I{EFRESENT',\ ' I ' !VE of SWEDEN sair" l  he v,,â5 I leirsed to thank the Swiss

authorities for theild/arm hospitality and the arrangements rrrarle; fu' llte cllrrenl. rneeting.

He felt that the proposal nrade durirrg the previous nreetirrg for an aiilo:iitirirr of 10% of

resources to technlcal assistance was justi{ied. Itis delegation, th::ref,ore, supportcd it.

Itz. The R.BPRESEI{IATIVE of NORWAY indicated that his authorities supported

flexibility towards the figures mentioned in the documelrt. However, lre proposed tlie

fol lorving: 75%,207o anrJ 5%, FIe believer' l  t l ral thc {elcg:rt ions propt,sing att i t i t , ' t 'c- 'ase in t l te

percentage to be allocated to investrnents had valid reilsons for doing so. btrt;rt tlrr:'.ante tittte

account should be taken at tlre same tirne of tl,e shortcomings ncticable in lhc Bai:k's

operations, shortconrings which v;ere discnsserJ in the Krrt-rx Report. Ycl" those sii,-rrtcomings

had their repcrcussicns on the quaiit-y of irtve.sttnents. Fle was, tlterefore, reluctant lbr an

undue increase in t.he volunre of resonrces tn be ailocated fcr loan prtr.iects.

T/ST
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113. At the present slage, a subslantial level could be validly nraintained fcrr policy-

based loans. tiis delegation was objected to the aclclil"ion proposexl to paragraph 12 by

Canada. However, Canada's objertives cor.rld be achieveci tlrrt:ugh the allocaiion of an

adequate level of resources to policy-based loans.

11,4. His authorities' vierv was that skepticism had been suftrciently demonstrated

around the...... about technical assistance and tlrat consenslrs on lhe volurre wouid rnake it

possible to reduce that skepticism. Tcchnical assista,nce also bcnclltcri fr-or;r bilatera-l support

or co-financing. It was, therefore, necessary to reduce ancl e.raluate the technical nssistance

provided within that context of the ADF.

l15. the ft.lr*"xr.$*,i\tArtvtl, ot u-t1-tii it/iftï oDservril tloril i ltrr Jlltgllsll

interpretation of Vice-President l,ounes' intervefltion that reirnlrursernettts werr: ttot part of

the Fund resources, that is, for him of the ADF-VII. He asked I'or the legal justification of

that view because his delegation held a contrary position. In that connection, he cited the

following provisions of Chapter trII, Article 4 of the Agreement establishing the Fund: "The

resollrces of the Fr"rnd shall consist of;

(i)

(ii)
( i i i )

(iv)

suttseription* by the Ëarrk;

subscriptions by State participants;

ollrer resourceg reÆFivcçl bv th* pu,-,.1' nnd

funds derivctl front operations or olhcrwise according to tlrc Funrl".

116. He further cited provisions of Article 7(i): "The lrunr.l slrall at such lirnc as ti

deæms appropriate in the light of the schedule of payments of the initial subscriptions of

original participants ancl of its own operations, arrd at appropliate intervals thereirfter, .....
theFund may authonzegeneral ..... increases in such subscriptions ... at any tinre". That

meant that the subscriptions had been increased, if one were speaking traditionally of ADF-I

up to ADF-VII, and Lhat the availability of funds at a given nionient concerncd all the
resources available at that time.

117. Vice-President LOUNES reckoned that the French delegate had correctly
responded to that concern by drawing a distinction bet.ween conlliltrnerrt capacity and
additional subscriptioLrs. He suggested tlrat the Legirl Counsel be gi;en the fioor.
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I  1 8 . The REPRESENTATIVE of GER.MAN expressed the view that compared to
IDA, ADF reimbursements were quantitatively lower due to the relative youth of the ADF
and the ten-year grace period of its loans. Subject to the legal opinion, he could not see why
account should not be taken of those reimbursements in the replenishment exercise, as \i/as

done in the case in IDA.

1 1 9 . Mr. EL OBEID (ADB) explained that the Fund resources as enumerated in
Article 4 of the ADF Agreement constituted the pool of resources avaiiable for commitment

at any time. On the other hand, Article 7 defined the additiona-l subscriptian.s mobilized for

replenrsnment. Rermbursenrents tormei p?ût or tne cc,rrrrniul lcnt cirpacrt).

r20. The REPRESENTATIVE of ITALY wished to correct his previous statement

and to apologise to his Japanese colleague. It was important to take technical assistance into

consideration. For him, the ceiling of technical assistance would be 57o, and loan projects

allocated 75% of resources. and not 80%.

r2l. In paragraph 13, third line, he suggested the deletion of the words "except for

resources given to Category C countries". The paragraph would thus read: "State

Participants agreed that .... technical assistance activities which consist of grant funds

allocated only to the countries in Category A after approval of the Board of Executive

Directors.

122. He agreed with the Chairman on the necessity for a clear picture of the

components of the ADF: replenishment, reimbursements, cancellations, net liquid income

representing the Fund's pool of resources. But the addition to paragraph 12 proposed by

Canada created another problem, naleky, the utilization of the Special Fund, which did not

enjoy total support, and would add, if created, to the common resources. Finally, he

accepted that the total volume of resources be considered, as said by the French delegate, as

the commitment capac\ty of the Fund, provided there was no confusion about the ultimate

use of resources.

r23. The REPRESENTATIYE of the NETHERLANDS annouriced the following

percentages: 67.5, 22.5% and l0%. As for the second line of paragraph 12, dealing with

the amounts reimbursed on policy-based loans, his delegation reserved its position pending

the legal clarifrcation of the amounts reimbursed and the PBL cornpoilents of the totai

resources.
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He supported the Canadian and the American delegations on the necessity for the
insertion of a sentence on the establishment of a debt malragement mechanism because of the
importance of creating a safety network under the Bank. 'Without 

it, a request for resources
might be made for that pu{pose immediately after the replenishrnent, which shouid be
avoided at all costs.

t25. The REFITESENTATIVE of JAPAN was strongly cpposecl to the addition
proposed by Canada to the Special Fund because, legally, Lhe idea of a special fund was not

clear, neither technically nor financially. Besides, there rvas ili., i-:ùrnrilsris ot1 the niatter.
It was ac1vrsable to avolc spealong about lt at the presetlt stage r)t ilnû olicusslL)ns. On the
other hand, the proposai about the Fifth Dimension deserved the attr:ntion of Deputies. His
delegation reserved the rifht to comment on that aspect when discussing paragraph 40.

126. The REPRESENTATIVE of'BELGIIIM said that for the reasons just mentioned
by Japan, he had the most serious reservations against any addition to paragraph 12 as
proposed by Canada.

t27. The REPRESENTATIVE of SWEDEN, commenting on the intervention of his
Norwegian colleague, stated that the fact that the ADF counted on bilateral assistance to

finance the technical assistance was one reason which militate in favour, and not against an

adequate allocation of resources. The Bank required technical assistance to assure high
quality for its investments. Secondly, in connection with the Canadian proposal of an

addition to paragraph 12, Sweden had not yet taken a firm position, but was not, presently,

against that additon.

128. The REPRESENTATIVE of FRANCE fully agreed with his Italian, Belgian and
Japanese colleagues' views on the Special Fund? Problems relating to the technical, political
and timing aspects of the proposal were yet to be settled. Any insistence was likely to
undermine a rapid conclusion of the ADF-VII negotiations, which would be regrettable. He
suggested that those countries that were interested in the establishnrent of a debt management
mechanism should reach an understanding among themselves to establish one, not under the
Fund, but the Bank, to avoid constraints deriving from the ADF Agreenrent.

129. The REPRESENTATM of the LINITED STATES of AMERICA firmly
supported the Canadian proposal for all the reasons mentioned by the Netherlands. He did
not, though, discount the grounds for opposing it. Of all tlre proposals supported by his
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country, it was perhaps the prcrfessional viewpoint that satisfied it least. i{evertheless, his
authorities considered it prodent, necessary, and perhaps urgenl to provide the ADB with a
visible safety net at a time when lhe African colleagues were engaged in reform efforts. The
essential thing was not whether the special Fund was mentioned or not in tlLe llcport. It was
quite possible not to speak atrout it, and to ash the Governars of the ADB and the ADF to
dispose of the matter. Contrary to his French colleague's crpinion, he ttroi:glit lhat the issue
effectively concerned the Gol'ernors of the two institutions.

130. Ttre CIIAIRM,{I={ tha.iikeLl ttre Unitecl Staies represerrtative for his constr-uctive

contnbutton ærd reccrgrrttion oi the Tact tliat ifre llank uroup rvas lace<l rvrth sorne problems,

on the one hand, and that. on the other hand, solutions had to be found to the problems

without delaying the present negotiations.

131. The REPRF^SENTATIVE of GERMANY likewise tlranked the United States

representative for having offered the path of silence on lhe detrt rnarragemerrt mech;inisrn.

He reiterated the position which he had expressed in Ouagadoudou and Copenhagen that

policy-based loans could be utilized for practically all purposes, and noted that the matter

could be left out of the oresent document.

132. The CHAIRMAN, summarising the discussions, observed that they had enhanced

a better definition of the task of Deputies. The percentages were aimed at guiding

Management in the a-llocation of funds available under ADF-VII. It would be useful, if the

issue of reimbursements were to be properly treated, to decide on the Fund's overall

commitment capacity.

133. With regard to technical assistance, the first part of paragraplr 13 dealing with tlie

volume had been considered with some Deputies distinguishing between strict teclrnical

assislance and technical assistance in the broadest sense, reimbursable, and integrated with

ordinary investments.

I34. A brief document was nou/ required on a consensual definition of resources

constituting the Fund commitment capacity.

135. He recalled, with respect to the serond part of paragraph 13, that tluring the

discussion of paragraph 8, sonre Deputies had spoken againsl rnaintaining the eligibility clf

Category C countries. There seemed to be no opposition in thai regard.
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Paragraph 14 might be addressed during the discussion of the Dutch proposal

there was a problem about the classification of Nigeria. The French text of the

not being availabie yet, he suggesûed that tJre matter be deferred to the. fbllowing

The REPRESENTATM of FRANCE made clear that when Deputies said that

the figures announced should guide Management in the allocation of resources, that should

be understood to mean that Management should draw inspiration from it to prepare projects

for presentation to the Board for approval. As for the amounts reimbursed on policy-based

loans, such reimbursements would be insignificant during the ADF-VII period, given the date

of entry into force of the loans.

138. He reiterated his question to Vice-President l-ounes about the basis of his

optimism for the increased rate of reimbursements during the ADF-VII period.

139. Vice-President LIOLINES replied that the expected improvements derived from

the application of the new sanctions policy. Management expected the arrears on he payment

of principal to stand at about 50% of the 1993 level. As for reimbursements of interests,

after provision, it was reckoned that about 26 million units of account would be recovered

for the years 1994-1996.

140. The REPRESET{TATM of the IINITED STATES of AMERICA observed

that a delegation had stated that it would not take part in the replenishment of resources of

ADF-VII if a debt management mechanism was put in place. V/ith one ultimatum breeding

another, another delegation had announced that it would not participate in the replenishment

if such a mechanism was not established. He suggested, therefore, that the matter be left to

the discretion of another organ, namely, the Boards of Governors.

CHAPTER C: ALIOCATION CRITERIA AMONG ELIGIBLE COTJNTRIFS

t4t. The REPRF^SEF{TATIVE of FRANCE, referring to paragraphs 15-17, re*al\d

the general judgement reached at the previous meeting that the performance-based system of

allocation had been too complex to work well. He felt that in terms of transparency, the new

text could affort some minor improvements. For instance, performance assessment should

be based on objective and unassailable criteria and analyses, taking into into account all the
previous studies by other competent organizations, especially the World Bank and the IMF.
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He, therefore, suggested the insertion of the words "especially those of other competent

international organizations such as the tWorld Bank and the IMF" after the word "analyses"

in the last line of the rnain body of paragraph 15.

142. Secondly, although the basic work would be undertaken by Management, it would

still be necessary to spell out who and who would do what because the Board of Directors

was responsible for approving or modifying Management's proposals. T'here seemed to be

a slight contradiction between paragraphs 17 and tr8 both of wirich should be read together.

While paragraph 17 stated that each country's performance would be assessed on an annual

basis by Fund Management, the latter was required try paragraph 18 to sutrmit proposals to

the Board of Directors on country classificatiorr and possible re-classification.

r43 Paragraph 17 should be recast in order to harmonize it more closely with

paragraph 18. Furthermore, the expression "portefeuille de chaque pays" (each country's

portfolio) in sub-paragraph l8(iv) should be amplified in the French text so as to make clear

that performance in this context was related to the ADB Group loans in each country.

144. The REPRESENTATIVE of FINLAND, referring to the same paragraph 17,

asked whether the sentence "Appropriate weights attached to these measures will continue

to be reviewed and the results of the evaluation will be communicated regularly to the Board

of Directors" meant the review of the "weights" and not the results of the actual evaluation,

mentioned in paragraph 18. He suggested, moreover, that the phrase "relative poverty" in

the second sentence of paragraph 15 be replaced by the term "poverty reduction" which

would cast the statement in a more positive light.

145. The REPRESENTATIVE of GERMANY endorsed his French colleague's

proposals concerning paragraphs 17 and 18. He suggested that the heading of sub-paragraph

(iii) should be amended to read "Sustainability in Environmental and Other Terms". He also

thought that the word "would" as used under sub-paragraph 17(iv) should be replaced by
"will"; that "In practice" in sub-paragraph 17(v) in the last sentence of sub-paragraph 17(v)

should be changed to "In addition"; and that the word "annually" in paragraph 18 should

replace "periodically".

146. The CHAIRMAN requested the Editorial Committee to examine the above

suggestions for purposes of harmony and consistency.
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The REFRESENTATIVE of the UNITED KINGDOM, referring ro sub-
paiagraph 17(iv) deaiing with the criteria for ponioiio peribrmance assessment, noted the
clear message in the Knox Report that the lack of satisfactory data prevented the Task Force
on Loan Quality from analysing the status of the portfolio. He would welcome
Management's comment on how that particular problem would be overcome uncler ADF-VII.
In connection with paragraph 18, he agreed with the French delegate's opinion that there was
room for questioning some of the decisions taken after a long debate on the allocation process
during the ADF-VI negotiations. He conceded that the system was a new one and that, on
balance, fuTanagement had not done too tradly, although :l: night ha',,e :;ecr,cd more generc,us
than other institutions in its assessment of good performance. Neverttretress, it was important
that the process be left with Management, other than reporting the results in such a clear and
transparent way to the Board that Executive Directors could offer comments. The primary
responsibility should be left with Management, rather than leaving the decision to the Board
as implied in paragraph 18, because that was liable to politicize the process far too much.

148. The REPRESENTATM of ITALY s upported th e French delegation' s proposal.
He took it that each country's progmmme would be assessed annually by Fund Management
on the basis of the IMF/World Bank practice and the proposals submitted to the Board for
approval. Since the decision about access would be made by the Board of Directors and not
Management, paragraph 17 should be amended to specify that the results of its evaluation
would be assessed regularly by, and not merely "communicated", to the Board of Directors.

149. The REPRESENTATIYE of the NETHERLANIDS said he had initially wanred
to share the French representative's view on the harmonization of paragraphs 17 and lg; but
after listening carefully to the United Kingdom's arguments, he felt that the task should be
entrusted to the Drafting Committee. On the other hand, he cornpletely endorsed the
suggestion of his German colleague regarding "Commitment to Good Governance,' in sub-
paragraph 17(v). He, however, questioned the relevance of the sentence in square bracket
at the end of sub-paragraph l7(iv).

150. The REPRESENTATIVE of the {jNITED STATES of AMERICA supported
the opening intervention of his French colleague on the issue of country performance. He
pointed out that some of the judgernents made for the ADF-VI replenishment had not been
unanimously supported by his analysists. He was now raising the issue with a view to
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ensuring a broad consensus. Despite the genera-l feeling that certain countries be demoted
irom the SPA lisi, ii had been difficuit to do so irr prac'rice. He irael iirougirt that the Bank's

scheme was basically sound since it comprised a core programme for non-performing

countries, an indicative allocation and a bonus for countries performing well. The indicative
allocation might be the same as the core programme, i.e. approximately 20Vo; a country
could easily move up through its normal indicative allocation under a good adjustment
programme while an exceptional performer would probably prefer the higher of the two

figures in terms of bonus. His delegation might allow such a country to reach 50%, but its

willingness to do so would he base.cl on a more mc'nilorahle proress and programme. In
other words, a recipient country must demonstrate a positive determination to be able to go

beyond the indicative allocation.

151 . He agreed with his United Kingdom colleague that the system should be

transparent and avoid being politicized. Precisely for the same consideration, the allocation

should be approved by the Board; it would be useful to inform the Board and to give it an

opportunity to discuss the classification of countries.

t52. He recalled the previous discussion on the success of a development agency in

terms of using a square foot per population factor as an indicator of the mortality rate in

addition to the normal indicator. The concept might initially sound strange, but as one

reasoned through, it became quite enmpelling intellectually in the sense that infant mortality
per square foot population actually had an unusual effect in bringing money to where one

might otherwise be reluctant to invest. His delegation had commended the system to the

Bank and, to the extent that it was useful, he remained quite willing to proceed along that

basis.

153. The CHAIRMAN formally welcomed the President of the Bank Group to the

meeting. He suggested giving him the floor as soon as the issue under discussion was

concluded.

154. The REPRESENTATM of FRANCE indicated that his reaction would be

unavoidably ambivalent to the suggestion about changtng the word "periodically" to
"annually" in paragraph 18. He agreed insofar as the desire for precision was concerned,

but he agreeÀ less because he felt that the informative table in question should be submitted

to the Board not annually but every time a new project was being proposed for a given

country, particularly where the project would affect the existing indicative allocation.
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Furthermore, given that the table would only update easily produced computerised data, it

should be provided tc eacli Board meeting so as to enable E;xecutive Directors to monitor

closely the utilization and evolution of the individual indicative country allocations a-nd of the

overall allocations.

155. He shared his United Kingdom colieague's concern for trarispitrent reporting to

the Board of Direct<irs oii the evaluati,rn of country perfoltnance as well as his misgivings

about tlie risk of politicizing the process. In view of the central itrii.rortartce of the matter to

the determination of the replenishment ievel, it should be carefully crrrtsirlcre.tl. Having the

Board merely take note of Managernent's decision was in faci likely to politicize ihe process

inasmuch as it would deny the Board opportunity of conclusive discussions without being able

to shield Management from pressures by interested Executive Directors. He, therefore,

preferred a system in which the ultimate decision would lie with the Board of Directors of

the Fund whose voting powers were different from the ADB's and concerning which the

United Kingdom's misgivings might be less serious. The issue was of capital importance,

having regard to the Knox Report's recommendation on the respective roles and

responsibilities of the Board and Management.

156. Mr. MERGHOUB (ADB), referring to paragraphlS, said the objective had

always been that the country allocation should be indicative, and that after performance

assessment, Management should determine the frnal allocation to the country concerned based

on certain criteria that had been outlined in the Report. It, therefore, seemed contradictory

to insist on discussing and approving the allocations beforehand at the tsoard while at the

same time leaving Management some flexibility based on perfornrance. Even in the case of

the World Bank, Board discussions were held once a year when the first operation in a

country was brought to the Board; it discussed the country strategy but did not approve the

performance assessment. The Board might agreÆ, or not wiLh Management's assessment, but

the discussion was open while the assessment was as transparent as was possible. It was also

worth nrentioning that country rating in the V/orld Bank was never brought before the Board

because of the political implications.

157. V/hile the classification of borrower countries needed the Board's approval, the

assessment was a judgement of Management; though the Board might disagree and

Management had to take its comments into consideration, the assessnrent was reviewed on

a yearly basis. That was probably why the United States delegation had suggestecl something

closer to the World Bank's practice, i.e. giving Management sufficient latitude to propose
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a rewards system r.rp to a ceiling of 5t% of the initial indicative allocation. It had be€n

discovered under the ADF-VI replenishrnent that due to the inclic:ative allcr:ation to countries,

the good performers were unable to be rewarded because the rewartl was virtually

meaningless since it was not subsTantial enor.rgh to create tlre right incentive. Conserluently,

utmost caution should be exercised in respect of classification and re-classification of

countries. Altlrough perf<;nnance asiesslirerit slould be tnost traispaterrt, tlie eaercise fell

within the judgement of Management, vrhile decisions about clas:;ificaticrn and re-

classification ,trere the responsibilitv of the Board of Director.s.

158. The I{Ef'ft.U.çJti,iï'I'A'I'tVir, rit 5ili/f4f,!Ei\ ok:serlerl llrat ttre i.enn "hurttan ancl

political rights" mentioned in the .second sentence of sub-paragraph l7(l) cught to have been

included in the criterion spelt out in the third sentence.

159. The CH.AIRMAI{ recalled that paragraphs 16-18 hacl beerr disposed of and

proposed that any further editorial amenclments be taken up later. Itdearnvtrile, in ortler to

speed up the proceedings, he proposed as members of the Drafting Committee,

representatives of each of the following delegations: Ftance, Canada and the Netherlands.

It was so agreed.

160. The CHdIRMAN then expressed pleasure at having the Bank Group President

at the meeting. He seized the opportunity to recapitulate the discussions held earlier that

morning on the concerns of the OECD non-regional nrembers as set out in the letter which

he, as Co-ordinator, had addressei to both the Chairman of the Board of Governors and the

President on 15 April 1994. Deputies had deemed it particularly desirable for the President

to be present before embarking on discussion of issues which had a bearing on the broader

aspects of the Bank Group. The desire to engage in a constructive exchange of views with

the Chairman of the Board of Governors, the President and the Executive Directors present,

as well as the regional members, arose from the President's invitation to Deputies to give

him more explicit indications of their concerns wliich might hamper the progress of the ADF-

VII replenishment negotiations or affect the Bank Group as a whole.

161. Following the Fourth Meeting in Copenhagen, the OECD group had taken the

initiative of holding an informal meeting in l,ondon on 30 March 1994, as a result of which

it was agreed that the Chairnran of the Board ol Governors and the Fresident of the Bank

should be apprised in explicit terms of the group's major cclncerns. They recognized that the
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types of actions they expected were outside the province of the ADF Deputies and that the
issues invoived required ciialogue and cooperation with the other partners and organs of the
Bank Group.

162. Another informal meeting had been helcl the previous day, especially on the
measures necessary to ensure progress in the ADF-VtrI replenishment negotiations and the
success of the forthcoming Annual Meetings, and the ADB 30th anniversary celebrations in
Nairobi within the backdrop of the Knox Report. In particular, they required Management's
plan of action on the follow-up of the recommendatiorrs irl that R.e1;ori arr.l what measures
should be put in place to formulate an overall package on the basis of which the Bank Group
could look forward to a bright and sound future geared towards positive development in
Africa to which the donor countries would be fully committed and in which the Bank would
plan a key role as an effective mechanism for mobilizing and channelling resources to Africa.

163. The idea was to initiate an open discussion about those elements which Deputies
considered indispensable to the earliest possible conclusion of the ADF-VII replenishment
negotiations. That was why he planned to allow Deputies to speak frankly on the broader
issues of concern beyond the strict context of the ADF by considering the Draft Report
paragraph by paragraph. There was a strong feeling among the OECD members that they
had to reach out to their regional colleagues, to the Board and Management for a dialogue
on the future of the Bank and on the elements that needed to be addressed. For practical
reasons' he thought that Deputies should speak that afternoon and that the president might
require some time for consultation and refleætion with the Chairman of the Board of
Governors and his staff so as to start the following day with a presentation of Management's
follow-up plan of action on the Knox Report. However, he would certainly be pleased if the
President wished to take the floor there and then.

1&. The PRE.SIDENT of the BANK GROUP thanked the Chairman for his kind
offer, but declined to take the floor at that juncture because he believed that the importance
of the matter demanded thoughtful response. He, however, congratulated the Chairman on
his wise approach and, in particular, for eleborating on the concerns outlined in his letter of
15 April 1994. He had taken note of the Chairman's statement, especially on his non
invitation to Deputies at the end of the Copenhagen meeting to communicate their key
concerns explicitly to Management so that they could be addressed adequately.
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165. He regretted that due to the late receipt of the said letter,his reply could not

be abie to proviciepossibiy be put in writing in the time avaiiabie, but was certain to

Deputies with preliminary reactions on the following morning.

166. He recalled that at the beginning of the ADF-VII replenishment negotiations, he
had said that since the ADF-VII would normally end in 1996, a five-year programme (1992-

1996) could be put in place for the ADB at the end of which both the ADB and the ADF
would have a wonderful opportunity to conduct joint capital replenishment discussions in
keeping rvith the practice at the Inter-American Fe'reloprnent Eank. Thus, if there lvas one
particular point on which he could confirm his total agreement, it was about the oneness of

the Bank Group; there was only one Alrican Development Bank which had several affiliated

funds and unless the Group was perceived as a single entity, problems might arise. H€,

therefore, unreservedly endorsed the Chairman's approach.

167. The CHAIRMAÀI admitted that the timing of his letter might have ueated a

problem about the sensitive nature of its contents. He invited Deputies to address any of the

issues raised in the letter or in the draft Report, those which were related to the Knox

Report, especially the timeframe for completing the consultations on the replenishment, and

the operational guidelines for ADF-VII formulated in the donors' report and enshrined in the

accompanying resolution. Of course, the important question of the replenishment level would

still have to be finalized.

168. The REPRESENTATIVE of theIINITED STATF^S of AMERICA commended

the Bank Group President and the Chairman's comments as a constructive basis for further

discussions. He had been pleased to take part in the meeting of the Bureau of the Board of

Governors and to report subsequently on it to the informal group in London together with

the request to inform the President of the most basic wishes of the Deputies. The Co-

ordinator had discharged the latter assignment creditably with due regard to the sensitivities

and concerns of all the prospective donors.

169. His delegation, like others, viewed the replenishment of ADF's resources as part

of a broader strategy for supporting the Bank Group. It was true that all members were

involved in the replenishment consultations at the Inter-American Development Bank, that

those consultations on both the IADB and its soft Funds were constructive, and that it was

desirable that the level of ADB Group consultations should continue to be expanded. Quite
often, some regional colleagues asserted that the ADB was an African institution whereas
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others held the view that it was an international organization with an African emphasis. That

seemed to be the second best definition on the basis of which one could proceed. There were

not only diplomatic and strategic but also commercial and humanitarian benefits for the

United States of America belonging to the Bank.

t70. As Deputies proceeded towards the conclusion of the replenishment negotiations,

they should keep in their minds the number of steps to pass through so that, hopefully, at the

end of the Annual Meetings, they could have a strong and resilient base for contemplating

the future before the capital market and the world at large. Those steps included approval

or endorsement of the ADF-VII replenishment; initiating discussions on the capital adequacy

of the Bank and the need for a new general capital increase; the establishment of a high-level

review panel on governance and relationship between the different bodies; institution of a

debt relief mechanism which would provide the safety net for the Bank during the capital

increase negotiations. The United States believed that the foregoing concerns fell within the

responsibilities of Governors and pledged to work dynamically with the other delegations to

design the linkages and put together the conditions which would allow those concerns to go

forward.

17t. Many delegations felt that a successful ADF-VII replenishment hinged on giving

full satisfaction to the concerns outlined in the Co-ordinator's letter. In addition to the items

suggested by the Chairman, the establishment of an ADF-only category raised the question

of assurances that the existing shortcomings in the Bank would not be recreated. A suitable

wording, possibly including the exemption of private sector projects, had to be devised. Of

course, a time-bound and monitorable follow-up plan of action on the Knox Report, as

volunteæred by the President and Management and transmitted to the Deputies, would be an

important part of any forward-looking cooperative effort. The financial policy reforms which

the President and the Board had undertaken so far consituted the basis for Deputies'

continued cooperation with the Bank. There v/as still more to be done on the issues outlined

in the Co-ordinator's letter. It was important that the Governors should adopt a suitably

worded mandatory resolution committing the member countries of the Bank to agree to work-

out programmes with Management to eliminate arrears, and providing guidelines on loan loss

provisioning, country exposure, etc.

172. In that context, his delegation was gratified that its concern about the inspection

general panel had been included in the report. The strengthening of that function was central

to the entire audit effort and was a basic requirement for all international organizations.
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Hence, as a matter of principle, his country maintained the same standard not only in the

ADB, but in all the multilateral institutions it was participating because the internal audit was

a mechanism against iregulaities like waste, fraud and cctrruption. The Bank's external

audit capacity appeared to be well formed at present, but might require some modest

adjustments. That type of function should report to both the Board and the President, as in

the other organizations.

Furthermore, he announced that another informal meeting of the non-regionalt73.
group was slated for V/ashington during the meeting of the Development Committee to

discuss cohesiveness and explore the essential line to follow collectively to ensure the success

of the Nairobi Meetings.

174. The REPRESENTATIVE of the UMTED KINGDOM observed that the crux

of the matter was the Bank Group's development effectiveness and whether, in the opinion

of the OECD non-regional members, the ADB was measuring up. It seemed clear from the

preliminary findings disclosed by Mr. Knox to Deputies in Copenhagen, and subsequently

in his Report, that urgent action was needed to redress the serious deficiencies at all levels

of the Bank in terms of operational procedures, organizational structures and governance.

The key message was in the seventh paragraph of the Co-ordinator's l5 April letter: "Urgent

action is needed over this broad range of issues if the AfDB Group is to retain a credible

claim to be an effective mechanism for mobilizing and chanelling external resources in

support of development in Africa". Given that those issues were not new, that they were

ooncerns that had been expressed at previous ADF meetings, and that Management had, since

the Copenhagen meeting, known the essential message in the Report, it was strange that some

reaction was not forthcoming immediately as to how it intended to move forward on a matter

so crucial to the success of the ADF-VII replenishment negotiations.

t75. The pRESIDENT of the BANK GROUP assured Deputies that Management was

not shying away from reacting to the Co-ordinator's letter, but was only abiding by the wise

procedure laid down earlier whereby Deputies would speak on the subject that afternoon, and

Management would react thereto on the following day. It was also necessary for

Management to confer with the Chairman and the Second Vice-Chairman of the Board of

Governors before then. In the circumstances, he appealed to Deputies for patience.

The CIIAIRMAN fully concuûed with the President's comments.176.
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177. The REPRBSENTATWE of CANADA said that he subscribed to the Co-
ordinator's letter and the statements of his United States and British colleagues. He then
procæeded to highlight some of those issues that were of particular interest to his country.

178. Firstly, Canada viewed the ADB Group as an entity comprising three separate
legal institutions in which its membership of the ADB and ADF was complementary to each
other, undeterred by any hard and fast rules of distinction between the two. The two most
urgent issues facing the Bank Group were development effectiveness, as mentioned by the
British delegate, and the Croup's financial viability as outliiied iry the Urrited Siates delegate.

17g. Regarding the first issue, his delegation had just received the Knox Report but
had not had enough time to review it in detail. He would be looking forward to
Management's follow-up plan of action on the recommendations in the Report prior to the
conclusion of the ADF-VII replenishment negotiations.

180. Secondly, it would be necessary to strengthen the financial situation of the Bank
on the lines set forth in the Co-ordinator's letter, including improved country risk policy,
enhanced policy-based lending in the context of ADF-VII, adoption of the remaining financial
policy reforms initiated a year earlier, particularly on net income targetting and protection
of the net income.

1 8 1 . The CHAIRMAN invited Deputies to endeavour to respond to the explict
question which he had put to them at the outset of the discussions, i.e. what, from their
viewpoints, \ryere the measures or conditions essential for an early conclusion of the ADF-VII
negotiations, given the varying degree of urgency attached to the different issues enumerated
in his letter of 15 April 1994.

182. The REPRESENTATTYE of SWITZERLAND, speaking abour the linkage
between the ADF-VII and the other issues pertaining to the Bank, voiced his delegation's
deep concern about the timing and the outside impact of their discussions and decisions. The
Bank Group appeared to be passing through dire straits, the perception of its situation was
negative and deteriorating, and the time had come to reverse that trend and transform it into
a positive approach, especially at the Nairobi Meetings. That occasion should be fashioned
as an opPortunity for constructive support to the Bank, confirmation of the institution as a
centre of excellence for Africa, and a consensus for changes, based on two fundamental
elements: (a) a definite conclusion of the ADF-VII replenishment negotiations; (b) initiation
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of key reforms in the Bank, such as the Fifth General Capital Increase process. As stated
by the United States delegate, a clear agreement would have to be reached on the sperifics
of the ADF-VI renlenishment orior to Lhe start of the Annua! Meetinss. The next ahiective^ . r v  i i v , _ r i  U _ V J w u  i V

was that the agreement on and confirmation of the negotiations would be contingent on the
Annual Meetings of the Boards of Governors taking a series of actions on other issues -

either in the form of a Resolution or other means - which clearly required not only the

agreement of the ADF Board of Governors but also that of its ADB Board of Governors.

As stated in the Co-ordinator's letter, there were issues that could be resolved

during or immediately after the Annual Meetings under a specific timeframe. He need not

delve into the financial problems because they were well known and easily identifiable. Like

the United Kingdom delegate, he believed that a follow-up plan of action on the findings and

recommendations of the Knox Report was of vital importance. The reputation and value of

the Bank were obviously intimately tied to the resolution of the financial problems and its

financial statility, particularly through the quality of its lending operations as a centre of

excellence. There was clearly now an instrument to build upon, ild it was extremely

important to do so rapidly. In addition to the plan of action, it was essential for the Board

of Governors to act with determination and promptitude on the deployment of effective
implementrtion mechanisms and calender especially in regard to such key issues as

governance, orgurizational structure, deÆ€ntralization and delegation of authority, operadonal

principles, relationship between the Fund and the Bank in general, and long-term perspectives

for the voting structure.

184. Speaking of long-term elements, his delegation strongly believed that the

timeframe should not be too long. Decisions on issues that could not be resolved at the

Nairobi Annual Meetings and which required further studies should not go beyond the 1995

Annual Meetngs. In other words, 1994 should be devoted to the implementation of reforms

which should be concluded on or before the next Annual Meetings.

r83.

185. The next important element was designing a suitable decision-making iiiûôhanisrn.

His delegation would have problems with the Blue Riband eOmmittee propôsed because it

considered undersirable mechanisms necessitating a long start-up pêriod and eleborâte

arrangements for terms of reference, selection and recruitment. Instead, lhe piâctice ôf

appointing Committees of the Board of Governors should be revived as a monitoring org?rn

between Annual Meetings, with the option of utilizing expert studies rvhere necessary.
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The REPRESENTATIVE of FRANCE said that it was important for Deputies
to apprise the Cirairrnan of iiie Board of Governors arid ihe President oi the Bank Group of

a number of strategic questions relatng to the Bank which was presently at a cross-roads.

His country's major concern was to see the Group, comprising the ADB and the ADF, serve

Africa in the best possible manner as an effective channel of aid to the continent. That meant

an optimal use of the scarce resources put at its disposal, particularly because they were

drawn from national budget allocations. Loans made therefrom should be used efficiently

in countries with the necessary absorptive capacity to ensure proper implementation and

timely repayments. The neecl to accord priority to good qLrality projects explained his

country's reticence towards the deployment of resources for non-productive operations or
concentration of concessional resources in bigger countries. The ADF-VII would break with
such a practice because the chief purpose of its resources would be to compensate good
performance.

187. While some people claimed that the Bank Group was a good instrument for

channelling aid to Africa, France had a natural sympathy for the institution, and wished it
to be strong and effective. That was why he was worried about the shortcomings in
operational effectiveness established by previous studies and the Knox Report on
strengthening personnel management, training managers and equipping staff to meet the new

dimensions of project quality and performance, streamlining the deæision-making process

through better delegation of authority. A precise timeframe should be set for the
implementation of the recommendations.

186.

188. He supported his United States' colleague on the issues of transparency and
efficiency, internal audit and purchasing rules and procedures. It was clear from the Report
that the fundamental issue of governance which must be tackled expeditiously in conjuction
with the related questions of the role and functions of the Board of Directors, improvements
in management reporting systems and information flow. One of the critical problems facing
the Bank Group was information gap which easily created misunderstanding and near impasse
in some cases. Efforts should be made to ensure that decisions were implemented in an
orderly and timely manner. In that connection, he expressed reservations about the conduct
of the Board's deliberations on the lending programme and intended to speak on the matter
during the Annual Meetings. If confidence were to be restored, the frrst task was to ensure
the immediate implementation of all the existing decisions by the Governors, the Executive
Directors and Management, including the finalization of the operational and financial
guidelines according to a definite calender.
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189. The restoration of confidence would also probably be enhanced by increased
dialogue betweæn the regionai Governors anci Execuiive Directors and their non-regional
counterparts. It appeared that much remained to be done in that direction because concerted
efforts were indispensable to the rehabilitation of the institution under the prevailing
conditions. That goal required special efforts towards the defaulting members for the
recovery of arrears based on the measures outlined in the Co-ordinator's letter.

r90. The future of the Bank Group lay in a dynamic articulation of the role of the
ADB ancl the ADF, esJ'ecially the scope of activities c'f the different rvindo*'s and tlre
identification of countries capable of absorbing the Bank's lending conditions now and in
future. He pointed out that the allocation of subscriptions under the Fourth General Capital
Increase, in which certain members had been made to meet their obligations, was not
necessarily the best decision. Nor was the situation helped by the lending policy prescribed
for the GCI-IV without adequate and detailed operational guidelines.

191 .

t92.

One of the urgent actions recommended by the Knox Report was the adoption of
a comprehensive country risk and exposure policy and the classification of ADF-only
countries within the Bank. He stressed that the hoped-for early conclusion of the ADF-VII
negotiations as well as the future negotiations on the capital structure of the Bank should be
based on a clear consensus on the strategies outlined above. Otherwise, one could foresee
the perpetuation of ambiguities and a recurence of past failures, culminating in a dimunition
of resources flow to the ADB Group in favour of other commitments. On the other hand,
one must not dismiss the risks of an explosive situation nurtured by a feeling of frustration
on the part of the regional members towards the attitude of the non-regional members, the
temptation to stay away from an ADB Group which was no longer meeting their funding
expectations, and the resulting diminishing prospects for the recovery of outstanding arrears.
That was why he attached the utmost urgency to the introduction of reforms aimed at
strengthening both the Bank and the ADF whose membership would be gratified by
belonging to a stronger and sounder African Development Bank Group.

The REPRESENTATIVE of swEDEN, while agreeing to many of the specific
points made by the previous speakers, outlined the overall context in which his country
supported the Co-ordinator's letter.

193. He recalled that there had been lengthy discussions on the issues raised in that
letter while many of the financial indicators had deteriorated. The French delegate's
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projection of the future perspectives left the Bank with no soft options. He therefore

welcomed the OECD group's comprehensive agenda for reform measures. He particularly

endcrsec the inclusicn cf financia! issues in their prioriti' list along with those which should

be tackled in order to considerably strengthen development effectiveness as set out by his

British colleague. The Blue Ribank Panel might be a constructive suggestion, as he felt that

all members of the institution should be involved in the process and that the African symbol

should be preserved. It was not going to be easy to enlist the support of all the members for

the proposed reforms, but the appointment of the Blue Riband Panel might be one way of

accompiishing that task.

194. To sum up, he pledged Sweden's support for immediate rigorous measures

provided that they would not result in diminished support for the ADB Group or what it

stood for in Africa.

r95. The REPRFSENTATwE of JAPAN stated that, pending the establishment of

a new Government in his country, he could assure Deputies that the existing priority given

to the ADB Group would be maintained and that his delegation \ryas prepared to conclude the

ADF-VII negotiations at the present time. He strongly commended the same attitude to the

other delegations. Since the Seventh Replenishment ought to have been effective from l st

January 1994, every effort should be made to complete the negotiations before the Nairobi

Meetings. His delegation was deeply concerned by the problems of governance, project

quality, operational procedures and financial issues. However, specific long-term issues

could be separated from the short-term ones, taking into account the views of the regional

members. Since the desired improvements could not be accomplished in a stroke, he

recommended the adoption of a pragmatic approach which was likely to produce positive

results.

t96. The REPRESENTATIVE of GERMAI\IY associated his delegation with his

French delegate's interventions. He hoped that their African friends would understand the

concerns for co-operation which had motivated the Co-ordinator's letter. Deputies were not

seeking to impose harsh conditions on the regional members, but needed, in order to be able

to present and defend the institution to their parliaments and general public, evidence of

satisfactory performance and the efficient use of their resources. He appealed to those in

closer contacts with the donor countries to disseminate that message accordingly.
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r97. The REPRESENTATIVE of FINLAND stated that in the view of his

Government, the reason for addressing such a wide range of issues outside the strict context

of the ADF-VII replenishment exercise, v/as because only a financially and operationally

strong ADB could deliver the services neecied to render ADF's operations eifective. The

concerns which had been clearly articulated in the Co-ordinator's letter could be grouped into

those dealing with loan quaiity and those relating to the financial standing of the Bank,

governance, and organizational structure. There were several wavs of seeking immediate

results, but the best way was the one being presently followed whereby Management's

actions were discussed at the ADF replenishment consultative meetings with a focus on

measures required prior to concluding the replenishment, and subsequently proceeding to the

discussiun of the Bank's c,wn gencral capitâl increass for lvhich a special cornmittee of

Governors rnight be set up. Whatever coufse was chosen, it was important that it enjoyed

the broadest possible consensus of the entife rnembership of the Bank Group.

Turning to the partiêUiar requirenrêtTb ôf hi3 Goverhmefif ts csnelude the ADF-19S.
VII negotiatiôns, he mentiOnui, in the first plaôe, â stfong evidencé of prÔgress on

discussiong âbout the implementâtion Of the Knof Rèport, in that eôntext, he addressOtt hig

gratitude to the Bank Group Presldent for settlng up the Task Force on Project Quallty. He

was aware of the considerable amount of discussions going on at Management and Board

levels on the Report and looked forward to their conclusions at the earliest possible time.

Additional studies might be required on such elements as the organizational structure, field

offices, operational missions, etc., but a programme of action was an urgent necessity.

199. Considering that the financial issues had been discussed extensively in the past,

he looked forward to a consensus on the necessary improvements, especially concerning the

arrears problem. Management should mobilize Bank-wide efforts to enable something

concrete to be presented to the Nairobi Meetings. He was open to various options, either

that of a special committee, a Task Force, or discussions within the framework of the ADB

General Capital Increase. His delegation also favoured an early conclttsion of the ADF-VII

negotiations in an atmosphere of strong mutual trust among all the members of the ADB

Group.

2OO. The REPRESENTATIVE of the NI'THERLANDS COMMCNdCd thc CO.

ordinator's letter as a good reflection of the positive discussions heltl in l,ondon. His
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delegation was fully committed to the contents of the letter artd, depenrling ûn the rea.ctions

thereto, was ready to conclude the ADF-VII negotiatiotis prior to lhe I'l.rirobi Annual

Meetings.

201. He recalled that his country frad made some coûrprolni-ces itl as,seriiiirg tu the dl'afl

outline of the letter because it considercd it in-rportant to do so in ordi:r tû aciiicvc a cûnlmon

non-regional position. In the first place, it was necessary to give a very clr:rr a:td precise

guidance to Management about their position. Secondly, cotnprcmise was iitlreretlt iti sttch

an exercise. He, therefore, urged others to act in that spirii. He agrted r+iilr flre Surctlish

delegate that it was desirable to ha.rç the regionals c'tt t-rc,artl, allii tL) lei ilit',Irl itlloÉ" \vfl3t tne

non-regionals demands were, but if they were confronted with constantly changing, divergent

or new demands, or even a long list of demands, it might be difficult for them to determine

the kind of reactions were expected of them. Deputies tnust work in concert as a donor

group and find as much common grounds as possible. He thought that that goal had been

achieved in the letter, but the latest inierventions of France and Gr:imztny pronrpted one to

ask if they, and possibly other like-rninded delegations, were still prepared tr; proceed on the

basis of that letter to conclude the negotiations in Nairobi. He assumed that they were, since

they had subscribed to the letter, otherwise one was entitled to know what l.heir reasons were.

202. The REFRESENTATM of AUSTRIA said that his delegation strongly

supported all the institutions of the Bank Group. It also supported the Co-ordinator's letter,

but after reading through the Knox Report, he had to signify the need to reduce the two-year

period set for disposing of the issues of governance and voting procedures, organisation of

staff as well as operational procedures and practices. The ADB Group shc;uld have a

different voting structure on matters related to the ADF, particularly cost-sharing. The Bank

Group President had promised, during the ADF-VI replenishment exercise that tlie cost-

sharing formula agreel upon by Deputies would be presented to the ADB Board in order to

personally ensure its adoption by the Board of Governors. It appeared, several years later,

that the Board of Directors had taken a different decision resulting in parliarnentary

difficulties over the Seventh Replenishment. IIe, therefore, urged that effective actions be

taken on the matter so as to demonstrate that replenishrnent decisiotts T;1l<en by donor

countries were respected by the Bank.

203. He indicated that the safety net proposed the previous day was unacceptable, but

was ready to consider other new ones or restructuring proposals appropriate fc'tr a bank. Of

course, he supported the use of structural adjustment lending to perfcrnring countries. It also
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seemed that a Blue Riband Panel was not the best procedure. Other better means should be
explored to enable dialogue function better and more rapidl-v between the regionals and non-
regionals.

204. The CIIAIRMAN suggested that, since the object of his letter was to reach the

other partners in the Bank Group - Management, Governors, Executive Directors - Executive
Directors who so desired should give short reactions atter the cofl"ee-break.

205.

The sitting was suspe.nded at 5 p-m-antl-rcs_:!::e{ aL_5., l_5, p._111

The REPRESEI{TATIVE of EELGruM subscribed to the contents of the
Coordinator's letter because it represented a cornpendiunr cl1'reconrmendations, suggestions

and wished previously expressed, but which had not always been heeded. He regretted that

it was only after the signals had turned red that the urgency and seric''r,rsrress of the financial

situation of the Bank and its operatiorra-l activities got exarnined witlr the attention that they

deserved. If it was clear that not all the reforms could be carried out at a stroke, it was

necessary to put in place what would be done at the earliest moment. His delegation could

no longer be satisfied with the expressions of good intentions or promises. In that vein, only

a determined commitment of all the parties concerned - regionals and non-regionals,

Management and the Board - could assure satisfactory results.

206. The REPRESENTATIVE of ITALY recalled that a deleeation had asked France

and others if they were prepared to conclude the negotiations in Nairobi. His own authorities

were not, in the first place, for politiacl reasons: his country was going through political and

parliamentary changes. There was not a government as such because the present government

was only handling the current affairs, which did not extend to the replenishment of the ADF

resources. The second and more substantial reason was that, as an old friend of the ADF,

the ADB and Africa, he did not personally share the philosophy of the negotiations and the

donors' report in its present form, because it concentrated only on arrears and debt. Far

from denying the inrportance of the debt problem, he conceded that it should be addressed,

but the present forum was the right one.

207. The letter had the merit of offering a clear picture of some of the donors'

concerns, but it was not complete: it was necessary to highlight the problenr of transparency

in the procurement process, re-equiliilrium in the voting power of the Bank because the
"regional-non regional concept was unacceptable, the 213-l13 ratio having been outdated.
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For all those reasons, he recommended consideration of the re-equilibrium of the voting

power, perhaps by stepping up the next capital increase negotiations.

208. He was dissatisfied with the letter in the sense that it limited itself to making

recommendations without any possibility of controlling what would ensue in the months

ahead. It would not be the conclusion of the Knox Report which he found inadequate. It

was not enough for a high-level group to analyse those issues which involved the interests

of members states. A group of member countries should, therefore be put in place for that

purpos€.

2æ.

210.

He concluded by indicating that he was unable to announce any subscription level.

The CHAIRMAN hoped that the Italian delegation's inability to go along with

the possibility of concluding the negotiations in Nairobi would not apply to commitments

made under the ADF-VI. He thanked Deputies for their frankness and balanced positions.

He asked Executive Directors whether thev wished to take the floor.

ztt. Mr. ABOLILFADL (Executive Director of ADB), speaking on behalf of the other

members of the Board of Directors of the Bank, thanked Deputies for having agrerÀ to their

attendance, as observers, in the current negotiations, Their presence, especially the

regionals, was significant because they could grasp the substance of the major ideas

underlying the discussions, and understand subsequently the interventions of their non-

retional colleagues as well as their constraints. That would result, hopefully, in a greater

cooperation within the Board of Directors.

2r2. Referring to the copies of the Coordinator's letter just received by Executive

Directors, he noted that a cursory reading highlighted the technical problems whose solutions
fell within the competence of Management and which could be implemented immediately.

But there were also the political and even legal aspects of the letter which he would be
gratified to see the regional Governors discuss among themselves and with their non-regional
colleagues, given that the level of internal communication had not always been what it should
be.
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2 t3 . The CHAIRMAN suggested that some time be given to the Chairman of the
Boards of Governors, the Bank Group President, and experts eventually up to the following
morning at 9 o'clock. Deputies could, rneanwhile, revert to the draft repott and the Dutch
delegation' s proposals

2r4. The REPRESENTATIVE of the NETHERLANDS proposed a new text to
replace paragraphs 7 and 8, and that a new paragraph be inserted on blending policy, which
was not envisaged at present, but nonetheless necessa4r. T'he text enunciated some principles
which ought to be judged in the light of precise figures when available, particularly about
the allocation of resources in the proportion of 90% to l0% between Category A and
Category B. He hoped that Management would be able to consider, on the following day,
the proposal on the basis of the principles outlined above.

215. The CHAIRMAN said that the Drafting Committee could be entrusted with the
final wording of those principles, leaving out aspects that still required further discussions.

216. The REPRESENTATIVE of the UMTED KINGDOM, referring to the

classification of Nigeria as a blend country, said that the prevailing situation in that country

showed that it needed concessional resources and deserved to be treated as ADF-only. If that

was not possible, another solution had to be found: Nigeria was a country whose per capita

GNP was considerably lower than those of several other countries classified as ADF-only.

It is the largest country in Africa south of the Sahara. To impose a ceiling on it was fraught

with problems. So many elements needed to be taken into consideration.

2r7. The REPRESENTATIVE of CANADA, who did not wish to engage in a

country-by-country debate at the present time, said that Nigeria was a blend country for the

World Bank, and that account should be taken of its degree of creditworthiness. He felt that

Nigeria should be classified in Category B.

2r8 . The REPRESENTATM of the {INITED STATES of AMERICA. in reaction

to his United Kingdom colleague, recalled that some time had been devoted to the discussion

of what should be the appropriate guidelines for the allocation of ADF resources. His

country would like Nigeria to receive its due from the resources of the Bank. Nevertheless,

he favoured the application of a uniform application based on performance. He would like

to know the origin of the issue of political pressures.

.;
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The REPRESENTATIVE of NORIVAY endorsed the viewpoint of Canada and

the United States. The problem at issue existed also in Asia for the bigger countries with

low per capita income. Donors should be consistent in their decisions. He also wanted to

know when the decision had been taken to classify the small island countries in Category A,

whereas there were two in Category C. He questioned the relevance of the criterion.

220. The REPRESENTATWE of FRANCE had wanted the same time as the

Norwegian delegate, namely, to support Canada and the United States of America on the

classification of Nigeria, and to intervene on on the case of the small island countries. The
"island" criterion shouid not be adopted. He a.lso enquired about the authority for reviewing

classification, adding that it was the responsibility of the Board of Directors to take a

provisional decision if a major event capable of modifying classification occurred in a given

country. The mid-term review of the ADF-VII and the report of ADF-VII would provide

the opportunity to conhrm the provisional decision.

221. The REPRESENTATIVE of the UNITED KINGDOM, responding to his

American colleague's question about Nigeria and performance requirement, stated that he

expected that country to meet that criterion, like any other country, in order to be entitled

to its allocation. Classifying Nigeria in Category B would result inevitably in an insignificant

initial allocation for the country. He thought that increasing the proportion of resources
going to Category B would create a problem. Furthermore, if the performance of Nigeria,

or another big country was unsatisfactory, difficulties would arise in the re-allocation of

resources. Due to the relative poverty and the size of Nigeria, it required an adequate initial

allocation, subject to performance.

222. The REPRASENTATIVE of AUSTRIA requested the Dutch delegation to

explain the difference betweæn the criterion of US$543 and that of AID-only. The discussion
might allow the three criteria to be changed to one.

223. The REPRESENTATIVE of ITALY, drawing Deputies' attention to the fifth

line of the fifth paragraph, wanted to know the relevance of the reference to 90-0 under

ADF-VI. He suggested the deletion of that reference made inside brackets.

224. The REPRESBNTATIVE of GERMANY, quoting from the same paragraph the
expression "allocations to reletively better-off countries . . . ", asked if the countries previously
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to Category B were now at the head of Category A countries, or if there were
the latter Category which were now better off than the former Category B

He suggested the following amendment to the lasl but one paragraplr: "particularly

change indicate the necessity of a switch in category".

belonging

others in

countries.

225.

when data

226. As for the list of countries, he proposed maintaining the World Bank classifîcation
unless there were impcrtant reasons against it. But such reasons did not exist for Nigeria or
for i.ianrioia.

227.
task.

228.

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Dutch delegation was seeking to simplify the

The REPRESENTATIVE of th e NETIIBI{LANDS en rlorsed C anad a' s statemen t

on Nigeria. He also recognized the need to harnronize the ADF'classiflcation with that of

the World Bank, adding that his country's proposal steemed fronr that imperative. He further

agreed that the "the small island countries" criterion could be dispensed with, Cape Verde

having already been classified IDA-only.

229. In response to Austria's question, he stated that Caneroon, Cape Verde, Côte

d'Ivoire, Lesotho and Senegal were IDA-only countries, but with a GNP per capita above

US$543. Following France's suggestion, clarifications could be made during the Mid-Term

Review. Not having well understood the Italian proposal, he was unable to answer it. As

regards Germany's intervention, the "relatively better countries" were Category B countries,

with consequently low allocation of ADF resources; with their currency devaluation, they had

become IDA-only, and thus ADF-only. Their allocation would, therefore, be increased.

That would result in a reduction of the allocation of countries traditionally classified in

Category B. The aim of the operation was to introduce more equity by refining the

classification.

230. The REPRESENTATIVE of FRAI{CE observed that six countries fell within

the US$543 margin and eligibility to IDA-only. They were Angola, Cameroon, Côte

d'Ivoire, Cape Verde, læsotho and Senegal, with notable differences particularly regarding

the franc zone countries affected or not by devaluation. Angola, Lesotlio and Côte d'Ivoire

had previously been and would remain between the US$543 limit arrd IDA-onlv category.
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In contrast, Cameroon, Senegal and Côte d'Ivoire had become IDA-only, not on account of
devaluation, but because of their per capita GNP reached either in 1992 or 1993, that is prior
to devaluation. Those countries found themselves below the threhold of US$543 after
devaiuation.

231. To respond to Germany's question about Namibia, he wondered whether a
provision should not be envisaged for Category B countries stating in substance that
"countries considered by the World Bank as insufficiently creditworthy to receive only non-
concessional resources (i.e. rù/orld Bank/IDA blend countries,').

232.
countries
resources.

233.

He concurred with the United Kingdom delegation that there would be few
in Category B, hence the possibility of an appreciable balance of un-allocated

It would, without doubt, be wise for a mechanism for trackling the situation.

The CHAIRMAi,{ adjudged as acceptable the principle of a country classification
mechanism to be revised in the light or subsequent developments. He would like that aspect
to be referred to the drafting group.

234. The REPRESENTATIVE of SWITZERLAND said that he had not fuily
understood the criteria for the review of categories, and that he was not particularly satisfied
with the proposed provisional country classification by the Board of Directors, subject to
confirmation by Deputies during the Mid-Term Review. He thought that the ADF Board's
responsibility should go beyond that. The criteria to be applied remained inexplicit. He
wondered if Deputies should deliberate on them as concepts, or abide by the World Bank's
definition in the introduction of differences in justified cases.

23s. The GHAIRMAN of the BOARDS of GovERNoRS noted thar ir was nor
customary for the Chairman of the Boards to intervene at that stage of the discussions. But
what he wanted to say was motivated only by the quest, to which all the parties concerned
were committed, of bringing the ADB and the ADF together.

236. He seized the opportunity of his first intervention to thank the Swiss authorities
for their warm hospitality and the arrangements made for the success of the negotiations.

237. He submitted for the Chairman's consideration the observation that the reaction
of the regional member countries to the classification of countries could take the form of a
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sÛong political obiection whiclr nright be appropriate for neither the present forum nor the
non-regional capitais. The regional member countries, slrareholders of the institution, were
unable to borrow from the African Development Bank because its Jending terms were too
costly. lle understood the reasons. But there were other aspects, among others, of
sovreignity, from which standpoint it was diflicult fcr courrtries which had invested in a bank
to accept a situation wheretry they could no longer obtain loans as a result of a decision by
the African Development Furrd, The matter could be referred to the Consultative Committee.
Admittedly, the ADB should be a health bank, but there was also the aspect of sovereignity,
and tris wish was neither to worsen the position of the present countries of the continent nor
to etrdarrger lirc l;auk.

238.
policy was

239.

He would like to see checks and balances put in place and applied. The sanctions
one. No matter how volatile, the issue of sovereignity was no less important.

categories A, B ' nd c might have got through, but it would be difficurt
acceptance of an ADF-on! Category; nor was the ADB and the World Bank. The
might entail long discussions. An alternative approach might make it possible to
all the interested parties.

to secure
proposal

reconcile

240. The REPRBSENTATIVE of the LINITED KINGDOM pointed out that the
present position of Deputies had been prompted by the fact that the checks and balances had
not been working for some time, and that time was needed to redress the situation to their
satisfaction.

241. He did not think that the treatment of Nigeria by the World Bank was comparable
to others.

242. Fina:l.r, he wanted to know what Management thought of the requested

and the IDA.harmonization of the practices of the ADF

243.
Nigeria.

The CHAIIIMAITI commented that paragraph 14 might offer another wording for

244. The REPRESENTATIVE of NORWAY 11, ,ught that the statement of the
Claairman of the Boards of Governors v/as the most succinct wording and the clearest
de:nonstration of the tenor of the deliberations before the coffee-break. It was disturbing for
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the future of the Institution to address problems from the standpoint of sovereignity, because

such difficulties were not peculiar to Africa, Asia having also experienced them. In theory,

Africa had had a means of overcoming the problem eight years previously when the Bank

had been asked to adopt a blending policy, but that policy had, unfortunately, never been

formulated.

245. Vice-President LTOUNES (BAD) recalled that that very morning, several Deputies

had voiced concÆrn about rationalizing the criteria both at IDA and at other institutions

similar to the ADF. The German delegate had, nonetheless, added that the rationalization

should give way to some justifiable exceptions. But one should not discount two limitations

in the present case: the mo-r,,ernent from a E Categcry to en ADF onli' Category (CamerooTr,

Côte d'Ivoire, Senegal) might lead to the very rapid appearance of net negative transfers, the
previous profiles having involved significant volumes of disbursements; the second limitation

was that the countries that were entitled to ADF/ADF Blend resources would have
possibilities of ciose blending, tn his view, the working group should reflect on those points

before a definitive formula was decided upon.

246, The REPRESENTATIVE of the tÎNITED STATES of AMERICA noted that
the Dutch delegation had offered â very reasonable approach, But thè consensus shôuld leave
room for each individual delegation to express its point of view. The exâmples of
classification mentioned by thc Chairman and the Frênch dclegate bascd on per capital GNP
underlined the concerns which had prompted the discussions. Furthermore, the United
Kingdom's proposal, which deemed the Dutch proposal unacceptable, would result in the
allocation of the whole of the United Kingdom's ADF contribution to one country. It seæmed

that Deputies should envisage the specific conditions of countries in their evolution during

the three-year period. It was difficult to imagine that a country's GNP would fall from

US$1830 to eligibility to ADF, while maintaining the requisite conditions for an economic
programme. There were several possibilities: leave the review of eligibility to either the
Board of Directors, to the Board of Governors, or to Management. He hoped that Deputies
would not have to study the individual case of each country. A policy of blending resourees
was required. In favour of the two unfortunate examples, he supported the Dutch proposal,

and was rcady to discuss a rational decision-making process to meet realities.

247. In conclusion, he indicated that he had fully understood the points raised by the
Chairman of the Boards of Governors, and would like to see wa)'s of overcoming the
problems mentioned. The ADF did not have the resources to compensate the inrpossibility
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of lending money on ADB conditions to countries which could not afford such conditions.
Concern for the future of the Bank Group meant seeking to build on viable and well
established financial rules. Regarding the Bank's net transfers for the years ahead, he
recalled that there were reactions by shareholders before the different danger signals. Some
had voted against the lending levetr, others had voted for, but all were now seeking solutions.
He stressed that the Bank's problems were a reflection of the African continent's problems,
and that all the parties concerned should, henceforth, sit together and reconcile their
positions.

248. The REPRESENTATIVE of FRANCE endorsed the United States delegat's
statement.

249. The REPRESENTATIVE of GERMAI\IY, clarifying his statement made earlier
that morning about classification, said that donors should be consistent with themselves and
should not take different positions on the same issues according to the institutions concerned.
Exceptions in specific cases should be justified in a convincing manner. For instance, the
fact that a Bank Group member country was current in its repayments did not justify an
exceptional treatment. Yet he could not find in the present situation a deserving case if the
World Bank classification were excluded.

2so. The CHAIRMAN requested the drafting group to examine the Dutch proposal,

especially on the aspect mentioned by Switzerland, and on the possible changes in the
classification to be effected in a balanced manner, the invitation to Management to specify
cert;ain data which might prompt a clear decision on other principle such as the 90% to l0%
ratio between Categories A and B; and eventually a general debate on the limits of certain
æuntry allocations were certainly useful, but it would be wrong to attempt to study the
individual case of each country.

The sitting rose at 6.40 p.m.
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STATEMENTS BY THB PRFfIDENT OF TTIE BANK GROUP AND THE

CHAIRIV{AN OF'TTIE BOÀRD OF GOVERNORS ON TTIE KNOX REFORT

251. The FRBSIDENT of the BANI( GROIJP explained that the Co-ordinator's letter

had been received in the Bank by fax on Friday, 15 Aprii 1994, when he had immediately

referred it to Vice-President Lounes and other relevant officers, most of whom had then been

preparing for their weekend travel to Bern. It was only on Monday, 18 April, that the Vice-

President had actually got a copy, and he (the President) had been able to read his copy along

with the one addressed to the Chairman of the Board of Governors after his arrival in Bern.

He had then immeCiatel; '  rct tc n'orl< rvith his colicagucs, : luCy'i:rg the contcnt: and prcparing

his reactions with great care. He could, therefore, state with equanimity that he was very

pleased to be able to respond to Deputies at that moment.

252. What was at stake was of capital importance, and on it would depend their decision

as to whether or not to move forward. At the same time, he had to be as temperate and

clear as possible, because his statement might possibly commit Management and even venture

into areas outside its responsibilities.

253. He then recounted the gist of the frantic telephone calls which he had received from

Mr. Ted Roosevelt III of L,ehman Brothers and Goldman Sacks after the previous day's

sitting about the anxiety of the holders of ADB bonds to get rid of them at any price because

the level of arrears appeared to have reached such an alarming level as to seriously endanger

the financial viability of the Institution. The matter at issue was obviously very serious

indesd. Management appreciated that the 15 April letter had been written in a clearly

constructive spirit but, as sometimes happened in such cases, the message and form of the

message seemed to have deformed the reasoning behind the message, one of the initial

consequences of which was now emerging.

254. That said, he confirmed his previous day's remark that it was impracticable to
make a meaningful distinction between the ADF and the ADB or between their financial and
operational policies. The only problem was that they were two separate legal entities which

unfortunately had not had the opportunity of simultaneous replenishment negotiations, a
wonderful coincidence that was the practice in other organizations. Thus, there was need to

determine how the issues should be addressed in a complementary manner. That would not
necessarily imply uniformity, but a harmonious, complementary and efficient way of attaining
the objectives of the Bank Group.
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255. Of course, the regional Governors would also contribute to the debate. In that
connection, it was astcinishing to hear questions about the 1994 lending level and even the
intention of raising the matter at the Board of Governors on the pretext of false representation

of the proceedings of the Board of Directors. If the concern were about the substance, and
not a semantic exercise, he would put premium on ascertaining the substance of the Board's
deliberations. He recalled having worked in concert with the Board over several days and

sittings, to reconcile the different points of view in the Board in order to muster maximum

support among Executive Directors for the Bank's lending programme. That exercise had

started during the budget deliberations and had continued up to the last Board meeting when

the programme - a cornpromise document worked out bv one reqional Executive Director and

one non-regional Executive Director - had obtained the active support of the twelve regional

Executive Directors (ADB Executive Directors) who could constitute already a majority, and

threæ or four non-regional Executive Directors. In terms of voting, the support for the

lending programme was nearly 80%.

256. So much patience and time had been devoted to achieving such a result in order to

forestall the tendency of referring annually to the Board of Governors an issue that could and

should be resolved definitively by the Boared of Directors. Considering that the habit of

picking up a particular issue for heated discussions at the Annuai Meetings was undesirable,

and that the compromise in the present case had been worked out without any member of

Management or staff writing one word about it, there seemed to be no question about the

decision being a consensus.

257 . In his opinion, a proposal that received the backing of all the members of one side,

and of some of the members of the other side of a bicameral executive organ, was nothing

but a compromise approval, or as was customarily applied to the Bureau and Board of

Governors, "a large majority". The heart of the probiem was what weight should be attached

to the voice of two or three Executive Directors who did not take part in a decision taken by

the majority of Board members. Should that decision be reversed on account of the

dissenting voice or should Management be accused of bending the rules? The matter should

be tackled with all the gravity that it deserved. If it were going to be raised for discussion

at the Board of Governors, then the discussion would be open, and Management would

listen, but not have to answer questions.

258. Reverting to the more substantive issues of financial policies and project quality

(leaving out the question of governance which had been added to the terms of reference of
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the Task Force in August 1,993), he enrpha.sizû that Manage.;nenl's |irm commitrnent to a

foliow-up of the Knox R.eport's recornmendations rvas evidenced tiy tlre faci that it was his

own personal initiative that hacl braught about the appointrlent of fuir" ldnox and his teÆm.

Management had awaited the submission of the report before piacing it in its historical

context.

259. The idea had originated fi"orn one of tris regular meetirrgs with staff held in

December 1992 during a diagnosis of the Bank Group when the neetl for a qualitative change

had been recognized, given that there vrc,uld never be adequate resources tcr nteet Africa's

needs and that the repercussion of the 
'Waphenhaus Repcrrt on otller institut.ions would

necessitate commissioning a sirnilar study for the ADB Group. It was not an accident,

therefore, when a budget line for a consultant had been included in the Presidency's budget,

based on the initial approach of recruiting a consulûant who would be supported by Bank

staff. The first candidate, Mr. Fritch, who was then in the process of completing his term

with the EEC, and could have performed the assignment aimost free of chargc, had deciinecl,

after an exchange of correspondence, on the ground that he was more conver"sant with policy

reforms than project quality. The quest for another expert was enhanced by Executive

Director FI.M. Schmid's suggestion of'Mr. Knox during a joint mission to Lisbon and a visit

to Baroness Chalker, the British Minister for Co-operation, when he had informed her of

Management's plans about project quality.

260. The purpose of the above historical background was to assure Deputies that there

could be no doubts whatsoever on the commitment of Management to follow-up the

reÆommendations of the Knox Report since that study had been commissioned at the initiative

of Management which wanted to see how the reflections on the future of the Bank could be

extended, especially in terms of financial and operational policies launche<.l in 1989 during

the 25th anniversary with the study carried out by the Cornmittee headed by Mr. Mamoun

Beheiry, whose members included Mr. Robert Mclrlamara.

261. It was also worth recalling that both project quality and financial policies were the
principal focus of his 1994 annual statement in Abidjan. He had then dlawn attention to the
necessity to do something about project quality and indicated the lines of action on the
financial policies. It was as a result of plannin1, and not mere coincidence, that it was
possible to have a document on the review of financial policies in June, one nronth after
calling in Mr. Knox. The review was based on an approach of attending to the most urgent
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things first, by drawing from existing stildies a document for consideration of the Board

without seeking additionai support or studies.

262. lle explained that the issue of net income talgeting was still under consiclelatiorr.

It had been thought that the right approach consisted of reviewirrg tire ler.rdirrg charges,

reviewing the spread which was judged inadequate because income wâs l"he nrrttonrline ot the

profit and ioss account. Hence, targeting income did not mean playing (rn (rrle illcnrent to

the neglect of the others. A Managernent rneeting had been called irnrrierlia{.ely in .Iuly t993

as a result of which it was agree<l that attention should lre clirecterl al l-'uii5iet ctrntrol, Lry

capping expenditures on telephone biils, first-class air travels, etc., anri grving riilproprriate

guidelines to the Financial Planning and Budgeting L)epartment. Tlrr: cuncept of re-

introducting fees had been suggested, but there again one had to ponder the bottomline.

What was the rationale for imposing lending charges on ADII loans? 1Va.s it to ensure the

recovery of investment and make a reasonable plofit, or to turn lhe ADB into a colnrnercial

institution and look for maxirnum profit, thereby drastically reducirig tlte tiuri-rber of

prospective borrowers. There was a limit to wha.t one could do to make up for reduced loan

loss provisioning by increasing the spread so that the more creditworthy borrower would pay

for others. Should the policy aim at having the Bank's lending charged reflect its borrowing

costs and having a reasonable spread for the administration of the Banl<? Or rvas it to make

for the differences front other places which were outside the control of tlre creditr.vorthy

countries? That was alrother issue in which Management was not at all avoiding anything,

but was prepared to look at things in a rational manner.

263. The June document had not been brought back to the Board of Directors for

approval since no Board could have adopted it as a package because it etnbodied such a

variety of issues ranging from country risk exposure to net incolne targeting, capital

adequacy and increase. It would only be relevant to the extent that it served as a booklet on

the financial policies of the Bank actes the individual chapters of the financial policies would

have been adopted.

264. Management had been gratifîed by the congratulations addressed by the Board

through the voice of Executive Director Reding, on the inrplementaticn and monitoring of

the risk policy in Tunisia. Yet, even now, despite the regular meetings on ttre subject, the

Bank had not yet been able to master everything. There was need to retned-y lhe problem

of conflicting interests in the country risk exposure policy. For itts?tnce, he had bee.n

advocating the creation of lr4exico and Brazil type of countries in the Allit on the lines of
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the practice in IADB and AsDB where certâin borrowers were allowed to overshoot their
ceilings. lMhile conceding the importance of country risk exposure, he wondered which of
the three institutions in the ADB Group would provide development financing when a
majority of ADB-window recipient countries were eliminated. There again Management felt
that further reflection was nece$sary before proposing something acceptable. He would come
later to the designation of ADF-only eategory countries.

265. The purpose of the foregoing background was to indicate that some of the issues
outlined in the Co-ordinator's letter were within the purview of Management. They had not
been neglected, but like SAPs. certain policies needed to pass through trial and error before
attaining sufficient reTînement for formal adoption. Even then, he made it clear that
Management had no pafiicular problems about the circulation of policy documents, especially
on countr;r risk exposure, poverty alleviation guidelines, and review of the adequacy of loan
loss provisioning, all of which were embodied in the Board's Resolution. He had in fact
tentatively suggested 47o tct.ris senior staff, but the Bank had to move gradually, and he had
to be guided by the asses: ment of his experts.

266- Furthermore, in order to forestall any misunderstanding or misinterpret;ation, he
had clearly anticipated in his previous year's statement a significant drop in the net income
as a result of the application of the newly adopted policies. The decline was, therefore, a
voluntary decision by the Board of Directors, acting on Management's recommendations.

267. Before responding to the Co-ordinator's letter and outlining Management,s follow-
up plan of action on the Knox Report, he drew Deputies' attention to the thrust of the
interview 'vhich he had given JEUI{E AFRIQUE during his previous year's ofhcial visit to
Switzerla"nd. Irt essence, he had warned the regional members in the clearest language
against the serio.ts danger in which they were likely to put.the financial position of the Bank
by treating it like l.heir national development banks where they could get funds without
thinking of repaylnent- That message was relevant to the current discussion about arrears
because it showed È{:";;agentent's constant concern on the matter. Management had deployed
a series of initiatives involving the interventions of the then Chairman of the organi zation
of African Unity and his Minister of Finance, who was then Chairman of the ADB Board
of Governors' as well as Presiclent Hosni Moubarak of Fgrpt and president Arap Moi of
Kenya and his Minister of Finance, to sensitize African l. : ':rs 

to the necessity of giving the
Bank Group a privileged treatment in the settlement of their obligations.
D/ST
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268. He seized the opportunity to express his deep gratitude to Deputies for their support
and understanding in the nlatter, and to the Worid Bank and the IMF for agreeing to share
their relevant documentation on African countries with the ADB Group and inducing them,
especially Gabon and Comoro$, to give ADB priority in the settlement of their arïeirs. It
was important to applaud and place on record the significance of such gestures of co-
operation artd solidarity.

269. In a recent exchange of views with his V/ashington colleagues on the issue of IDA-
only or ADF-only categoty, ttrey had recognized the difference between their situation and
the ADB'S, chiefly because they had only two IDA-only African countries, whereas ADB had
nearly forty. The problem was, therefore, how to transfer resources to those countries.
Several ideas had been put forward, including those of establishing a trust fund or a fifth
dimension, both of which were laudable. He himself had just returned from an official visit
to Saudi Arabia where he had gone with detailed working papers to seek help for the
establishment of an interesr subsidy fund, given the scarcity of concessional resources and
the likely modest level of .he ADF-VII replenishment. Management wanted to alleviate the
burden of interest rates on borrowers frorn the ADB window. Another major concern, which
had been confirmed only that morning, was the imminent admission of South Africa to the
Bank. In spite of the fact that it was more creditworthy than many of the Sub-Saharan
countries, its admission might present the Bank Group with the same problem as Namibia
in that it rnight be unable to intervene immediately or significantly in favour of the majority
of the population there, unless an interest subsidy plan could be introduced to enable the
Bank finance social sectors there with the support of the Bretton Woods institutions and the
i nternational communitv.

270' I'rttrl'lrmore, Management recognized the fundamental problem which motivated
thc rccommett,J.tliûn of IDA-only or ADF-only category. The idea might not have taken
shape at the present time if each of the Category A countries had behaved like Ethiopia,
Mauritania and Ghana irr regard to their financial obligations to the ADB, if there had been
no arrears at the p;:'ent time, or need for loan loss provisioning or worries about the
fi nancial situation of the Bank. However, the problem must be viewed in terms of its
subslance, underlying philosophy, orientation and the desired goal. It might well be that the
real problem was really one of creditworthiness or solvencv 1-or lack of financial credibility.
It was up to Deputies to appreciate the situation, but of rll the recommendations made, the
one about the ADF-only could not be adopted by Management without the prior judgement
of the Board of Directors in the light of the principle that good money should not be thrown
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away for the bad one. It should also be understood that one certain consequence of denying
the beneficiary countries access to the ADB resources was negative transfer to some 13
countries likely to be affected, since the ADF-VII replenishment level was not expected to
be high enough to meet the needs of the African continent. That eventuality was far from
the objective being sought.

271. Mr. Knox had formally presented his Report to the Board of Directors on 15 April
t994 and Management had promised to provide its plan of action on the implementation of
the Report to the next meeting. ?vlanagement considelcd the Repurt gcncrally positive. It
had rightly highlighted some of the points raised by Management in Dakar, and proposed
remedies concerning: project quality and overall governance, particularlly the divergent
interests which Management had to contend with; the existence in the Bank of sound lending
policies and procedures which were not consistently followed through; the need to upgrade
the Bank's presence in the recipient countries which even wanted it to attend negotiations and
policy dialogue; and restructuring in terms of placing emphasis on either countries or sectors.
It was much more emportant to note that the Report likewise appealed to all partners of the
Bank Group, i.e. the Board of Governors, the Board of Directors, the President,
Management and staff, for collective responsibility to ensure success in the bid to improve
the overall performance of the institution.

272. To that end, Man4gement had distributed the Report to all the organs of the Bank,
and would continue to sensitize all concerned to the recommendations therein. That would
be followed by a detailed plan of action on the follow-up of the recommendations through
an enlarged inter-departmental committee for disseminating the dimensions of project quality
among all the staff in the Bank. In that context, he pointed out that recommendations which
fell within the purview of Management and could be immediately implemented without
additional budgetary resources included all issues bearing on projects such as the revision of
the format and content of the EPCP and the CSP, for which a 32-point plan of action had
been formulated. It was up to the Governors to decide on the other recommendations like
the establishment of a high-powered review panel, though Management was prepared to
furnish ideas if solicited.

273. That was the outtine of the commitment of Management to the implementation of
the recommendations of a study commissioned by Management. It was not intended to put
the Report on the shelf, but rather to utilize it as an instrument for improving performance,
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and in particular, to respond effectively to the neeis of the African continent. Therein lay
the tribute which Management was paying to the Knox team.

274. There were, inevitably, problerns of procedure. Here was a Report now at the
disposal of all, even around the table. It had been thought appropriate, for reasons of
procedure, to make it avaiiable to alt the Governors, and to let the Board of Directors take
note of Management's implementation plan. But, untimately, the key message of the Report
was its formal appeal for collective surpport of the Bank Group particularly by the African
courrlries, which had a iess consultadve forum, to give more serious attention to their
institution. As he had said earlier, it was up to the Governors to decide at the Nairobi
meetings on the other issues in the Report that came within their authority in order to take
the lead in the implementation of all its recommendations by starting with those that could
be disposed of immediately and programming that of the long-term measures.

275. In conclusion, he assured Deputies of his preparedness to expatiate on any aspects
of his speech.

276. The CHAIRMAN thanked the Bank Group President for his comprehensive
reaction to the issues enumerated in his letter, despite the fact that the wording might have
been intemperate in some places. Before drafting the letter, the Deputies had fully
rccognizd the importance of the various measures previously taken by Management on the
issues at stake, but it was a genuine concern about certain operational and financial indicators
that had prompted them to appeal for additional measures. They also realized that the task
was a difficult one and needed the partnership of all the interested parties. He, therefore,
commended the President for the manner in which he had spelt out the course of action
which Management planned to take up to the time of the Nairobi Annual Meetings. What
was essential was to reach out to the Board of Governors, the Board of Directors and
Management on the unity and future agenda of the Bank Group.

277. The CItrAIRMAN of the BOARD OF GOVERNORS expressed his gratitude for
the opportunity of responding to the Co-ordinator's letter. Taking the floor immediately after
the President's eloquent speeæh, he inænded to restrict himself to four major aspects of the
letter. But before doing so, he would like to thank the Swiss Government for enabling him
to renew his friendship with so many of his colleagues who had recently concluded the
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restructuring negotiations on the Global Environmental Facility and to outline the material
arrangements for the celebration of the ADB 30th anniversary and the 1994 Annual Meetings
in Nairobi.

278. He recalled that since the last Annual Meetings in Abidjan he had been attending
several meetings of the Bureau of the Board of Governors, the Consultative Committee and

the ADF-VII replenishment negotiations. He had noticed a variety of feelings ranging from
goodwill, despair, mistrust, anger, frustrations, courage, and to assurances of hope and
commitment for the ADB Group. He would like to focus on the positive hopes for the ADB
as an in:trument for tran:ferring resources for de",'elopril:nt f;nancing in Africa. The
negotiations for the ADF-VII replenishment were proceeding against the background of those
feelings and at a time when Africa continued to experience drought, famine and starvation,
civil wars, refugees, transition to political multi-party political democracy, balance of
payments deficits, falling commodity prices, increasing debt burden and debt arrears, and
implementation of structural adjustment programmes - factors which called for real resources
net inflow to enable Africa carry out its development programmes.

27g. The Co-ordinator's letter was itself a response to an appeal made by the Bureau of
the Board of Governors in line with their determination to meet regularly and tackle problems
facing the African Development Bank Group.

280. He reminded Deputies that negotiations on the ADF-VII replenishment were taking
place within the background of the disastrous consequences of the shortfall from the ADF-
VII, especially having processed projects without hnancing. That was why the Bureau of the
Board of Governors had thought it necessary to send a written appeal to Deputies to speed
up the frnalization of the negotiations, given that the ADF-VII should have come into effect
on I January 1994.

281. He then proceeded to give his preliminary reactions to the Co-ordinator's letter
which, as in the case of the Bank Group President, had reached him just as he was leaving
Nairobi for Bern. Therefore, he had not had the benefit of consulting with his regional
colleagues beforehand. In view of the material difficulties of doing so before the Annual
Meetings, it would be unfortunate to impose such a condition for launching the ADF-VII in
Nairobi.

D/ST
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282. On the broad understanding that the Co-ordinator's letter was an invitation for more
effective dialogue, he informed Deputies that the deliberations of the Consultative Committee
had been very constructive, that its members were unanimous and uneguivocal in one
conclusion, namely, that they wanted a financially strong and operationally sound African
Development Bank and that a draft resolution to that effect would be tabled in Nairobi. He,
therefore, assured Deputies, as Chairman of the Bureau of the Board of Governors, that all

the Governors, particularly the regionals, would be apprised of the major issues raised in the
letter, with a strong recommendation that they should take positive steps thereon in Nairobi

and thereafter. That was the first decision he had agreed upon on the previous day with his

colleagues nn the Bureau,

283. V/ith regard to some of the expressions used in the letter to describe the financial
position of the Bank, he admonished against making st.:atements in an open letter which were

likely to be deformed in newspapers to the fatal detriment of the Bank. It was advisable to

avoid doing anything on such a sensitive issue which might unwrittingly seal the fate of the

institution.

284. He reaffirmed his pledge, not only as a shareholder, but also as the current

Chairman of the Board of Governors, to ensure that the regional Governors were actively

involved in a constructive dialogue on the issues raised in the letter. As a first concrete

rejoinder to the letter, he proposed the formation of an Ad Hoc Committee of the Board of

Governors with a mandate to address the entire agenda of the problems facing the ADB and

the ADF, the key twin institutions of the Bank Group, including capital adequacy and other

long-term issues. The Committee, whose tenure would be determined on the basis of its

terms of reference, could be assisted by a technical Blue Riband Group, as proposed by the

United States, but the budget implications should be carefully considered and spelt out. The

Blue Riband Group would proceed within a period of time to provide the Committee of

Governors with professional ideas related to Governance, Re-organization of the Bank, and

Financial and Operational questions directly or indirectly related to the broader questions of

the future of the Bank.

285. The creation of a cate1oryof ADF-only countries was one of the most important

issues in the letter. While understanding the rationale behind the concept, he was duty-

bound, as an African Governor and shareholder, to counsel the greatest circumspection

possible in the matter because it lay at the heart of the Bank Group as an instrument of self-

reliance among its African shareholders. It also was fundamental to the cohesiveness of their
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membership of the institution. Therefore, the question of eligibility to ADE bcrrrorving had

to be addressed in a scientific and calculated manner. For the bottcnilirte. is nùt stl tttuclt tlte

poverty of a given country, but its creditworthiness. It should be used not Inerely as a

selective instrument to safeguard the integrity of the Bank but also as a mechanism for

incorporating broader considerations for countries that were growing and u'et'e able to honour

their obligations to it. On the other side of the ADF-only balarce sheet rvas the aspect of

the resources available. The World Bank had a large reserve of resources for its IDA-only

scheme, whereas the resources available to the ADF were yet to be determined. Besides,

the proposal bore a potential danger to the continued existence of the ADB in that it vrould

result in :8 4uf,-oniy countries; :5 Biend; arrrd 6 rrDB-crnly, inuiutiirrg ilrr i"i"rird arrr.l errrailçr

countries. By leaving the Bank-crnly cate,gory 3 heavy borrowers, the Bank would tto longer

immediately require capital increase but would even lose its raison dlêlte since it would have

no borrowers.

286. The question of Project Quality which was seriously addressed bv the Knox Report

was a pressing one. Since the Board of Directors had started consideration of the Report,

he looked forward to ofhcially receiving a copy in the coming lveeks. He assured all the

Deputies present that the document would receive the prompt and careful attention it deserved

on the forum of the Governors of the ADB Group and probably at that of the proposed Ad

Hoc Committee. Utmost efforts should be made to study the Report and ensure that the

necessary actions were taken to enable the strenghthened institution to better respond to the

challenges in the years ahead.

287. He sffessed that the African shareholders were deeply concerned with the problems

of arrears for the ADB, and confrrmed the Bank Group President's statement that the matter

had been handled at the highest level of African leadership through personal contacts and

correspondence. The chronic defaulters had been warned that the non-settlentent of their

arrears was one sure way of killing the ADB. The Consultative Committee had also dealt

with the matter at length. He, therefore, unreservedly subscribed to Deputies' concerns and

the belief that it was incumbent on African Governors to find a defrnite solution thereto. In

addition to getting the proposed Ad Hoc Committee tackle the matter, the countries

concerned would be asked, in view of their longstanding unfulfilled promises, to sit down

with the executive organs of the Bank to work out a satisfactory mechanism to eliminate their

arrears over a reasonable timeframe.

D/ST
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288. On the other hand, he underscorei the series of positive steps taken by the different

organs of the Bank which were yet to produce tangible results. In the fcrllowing week, he

would relay the concerns expressed in the Co-ordinator's letter to all the regional Governors

with a recommendation to give them serious attention up to and beyond the tinre of the

Annual Meetings. Nevertheless, he asserted that to stop borrowing was not an appropriate

answer as tlrat would imply relinquistring the battle fcrr developn'ielit. The Baik's problems

were within the abilities of its shareholders to resolve, thcre rvas no ne,ed for precipitate

action, but for calculated and measured approaches that could canlain the situaLion within a

reasonable timeand lead to a stronger Bank. Consequeutly, llie i"lairubi À,leetings slrould be

an occasion for reflecting on those proLrlems in good ïa:itlr attd rr il s,lilnt o1 cottsensus attd

co-operation so as to adopt solutions reflecting their comnlon cLrncerns for the ADB Group.

289. One of the issues related to Governance was voting. It was governed by the

provisions of the ADB Agreement. It required time for reflection and he requested Deputies

not to foreclose such an opportunity during the preliminary discussiotis on ttre GCI-V general

capital increase, hopefully in Nairobi, by linking it to the completion of the ADF-VII

replenishment negotiations. The second problem was the functional relationship between the

Presidency and the Board of Directors, each as an institution entrenched in the ADB

Agreement. Although the Bureau had taken measures to contain the situation, the matter had

been reopened by the Knox Report. On behalf of the 76 ADB Governors, and for the

information of the ADB Group President and Executive Directors present, he pointed out that

the matter was within the competence of the shareholders; that the shareholders did not want

any misunderstanding at that level; and that the President and the Executive Directors were

the employers of the shareholders. He assured Deputies that the Bureau was convinced that

it had taken steps to contain the situation. However, Deputies should kindly advise him of

any issues that they thought was related personally to the ADB Group President or directly

concerned Executive Directors. to enable him relav them to his fellow Governors.

290. In conclusion, he repeated the appeal in his letter to Deputies about: the effects of

the shortfall in the ADF-VII; the fact that the ADF-VII was already late; the knowledge that

it was within the ability of those present to promote and sustain the tsank or run it down; his

belief that it was not in anybody's interests to do away with the Bank; and his hopes for a

strengthened ADB.

D/ST
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291, The CHAIR$IAN thanked the Chairman of the Board of Governors for having
successfully arou$ed Deputies' interest atrout Nairobi, and looked forward to the follow-up
of the substantial issues at stake. lle appreciated his willingness and determination to convey
messages of mutual cCIncern to African fellow Governors. That \r/as an important step in the
effort to reinforce rlialogue between Management and its members on fundamental issues
relating to the future of the Institution"

292. The R.EFRESENTATIVE of ITALY said that he reserved the righr to give a
written statement on the question of the pool of resources for the commitment capacitv of the
ADF.

293. TheREFRESEI{TATIVE of ttreIJNITED STATES of AMERICA, commenting
on the ADB Group President's statement, said his delegation had noting to do with the call
from Mr. Roosevelt of Iæhman Brothers about the sale of ADB bonds. He felt that that
information should not be ,v€r or under-stated. But it placed on Deputies the obligation to
leave Bern with a fairly {orward-looking action programme which went beyond the context
of the current replenishment negotiations. They could not afford leaving Bern with a sense
of confusion about the next line of action. The negative repercussions could possibly not be
remedied within the four days allocated to the Annual Meetings in Nairobi.

294. His dual role of representing his Governor on the Board and the Bureau of
Governors and participating in the replenishment negotiations, was a difficult one, but it hâd
enriched his understanding of the problems under consideration. He felt that it would be
necessary to go to hlairobi with a set of pragmatic suggestions and a balanced package.
There sltt'trld be something in that package for everyone. Such a package could be enshrined
in a comprehensive Resolution using the ADF-VII replenishment as a central theme.

295- But whatever diplomatic language was devised, it was not possible to ask regional
and non-regional nl' nlbers to address their positions without mentioning what they considered
to be the basic problr;ns. There seæmed to be no viable alternative, at the present time, to
creating an ADF-only Category, Blend Category and ADB-only Category, which could be
cushioned with a package consisting of initial discussions on the Bank's capiral adequacy, and
capital replenishment possibilities. He had confidence in thc idea advocated by the Chairman
of the Bureau of an Ad Hoc Committee of Governors -.r high-level review group and his
sfatement on commiting the defaulting regional members to work-out programmes to
el iminate their arrears to the Bank. All those elements could be legislated into the Resolution
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in Nairobi, drawing from the OECD Group's letter and the key financial indicators
highlighted in the Knox Report as well as the suggestion about a stand-by unfunded debt
mechanism. Thus, on the positive side, there had been discussions on capital adequacy and
prospects for ADF-VII replenishment; unfunded stand-by debt mechanism designed not
necessarily to gratify Deputies but to keep peopte like Teddy Roosevelt quiet and sell their
bonds.

296. He conceded that there had been some confusion about the meaning of an unfunded
stand-by mechanism. lTe then proceeded to illustrate the working of the revised outline of
the scheme which he described as essentially dropping interests flow and exchanging assets
between the ADB and the ADF.

2g7. He observed that the issue of the ADB lending programme was a source of unease
among Deputies around the table. It would have to be addressed along with the creation of
an ADF-only Category. H. was certain that unless a satisfactory formula was found on both
issues, possibly in the diplomatic and pragmatic manner that the Bank Group President had
adjudicated in the past, they were unlikely to subscribe to any action necessitating the
injection of ADF resources into an ADB stand-by debt mechanism. In the same vein, he
agreed with the Chairman that the decision-making process in the Board of Directors would
become a central issue, as Governors embarked on capital adequacy discussions, leading
presumably to a capital increase. The non-regionals were likely to press strongly for
extending the voting arrangements in the ADF to the ADB. His own view favoured
rnaintaining the present one third-to-two thirds allocation system, but not the voting system.

298. {s someone who had been privileged to attend the meetings of the Board of
Direclcrs, thr; Bureau of the Board of Governors, and the ADF replenishment negotiations,
he reckoned that Lhe Bank was moving towards a watershed in Nairobi. The agenda he had
sketched out was a constructive approach when taken along with the suggestions of the
Chairman of the Brtreau. He repeated his appeal that Deputies should end their meetings
with a positive message and proceed to Nairobi with iron-clad assurances that the future of
the Bank was bright and that a consolidation was being put in place to ensure that the goals
set for the Institution would be achieved in the near future, or within the next 12 months.

299. The GOVERNOR for MAURITANIA thar,' I the Swiss authorities for their
warm welcome and the excellent arrangements made for the present meeting.
D/ST
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300. He wholeheartedly endorsed the compreherrsive statement of the Chairman of the
Bureau of the Board of Governors. He had listened attentively to all the interventions since
the beginning of the meeting, particularly on the concerns expressed in the Co-ordinator's
letter on the future of the Bank Group and the reactions of the Bank Group President thereto;
references to the Bureau's earlier written appeal on the same concerns; and the United States
representative's opinion that the ADB should henceforth be viewed no longer as an African
institution but as a common institution for both the regional and the non-regional members
for the development of the African continent. However, crne should not ignore the specifrc
nature of Afnca's problems.

301. The Bank Group President had exhaustively addressed the issue of creating ADF-
only Category and the peculiar needs of Groupe A countries. It would be unfair to penalize
those countries that were honouring their obligations scrupulously and had demonstrated their
capacity to absorb resources from the ADB and the ADF. Nor should one under-estimate
the increasing number of countries that were entitled to the ADF borrowing or the necessity
to take into consideration the peculiar position of countries like Nigeria and the shortfall in
ADF-VI, all of which justified a higher replenishment level. His country was one of those
that felt that every borrower country should honour its obligations. It likewise appeared
legitimate to expect all State Participants to honour commitments they voluntarily entered
into. The failure to make good the shortfall in the ADF-VI resources had created serious
difficulties for both the Fund and the prospective borrower countries whose processed
projects were left in abeyance for lack of resources.

302. It was also necessary for the Bank Group to conduct its operations as a healthy
financial institution, particularly in relation to country creditworthiness. The right solution
was not to abandon a country when it was unable to meet its obligations, but to formulate
a viable recovery plan. Similarly, it was not consistent rvith good banking practice to
prevent countries like Ethiopia, Ghana and Mauritania, which were current in their
obligations to the ADF, from borrowing from the ADB. Instead, a more coherent approach
should be considered.

303. Furthermore, he agreed that prompt precautionary measures should be taken by the
shareholders and the relevant organs of the Bank Group to redress any negative signals that
might have been perceived about its financial position.

D/ST
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304. Finally, as a member of the Bureau of the Boarcl of Covernors, he confirmed its
constant desire, as outlined by its Chairman earlier, to respond to the concerns of all the
members of the Bank Group, particularly about the credibility ancl the viability of the
Institution as well as the prevailing political and financial conditions.

305. The CHAIRMAN said that the Deputies had to contend with time constraints. The
President of the Bank had stated that no questions were being raised in the financial markets
about the Bank's situation. The letter that had been discussed was aimecl at getting ttre Bank
out cf the wcods. Speaking al the -\cting Dircctci Cî;,;;ll of Ci,c,;,c:alir,ii ii', i.lie Miriisi, v
of Foreign Affairs of his country, he felt that Deputies, as representatives of' the Bank's
member countries, should impose conditions of a strategy for the Nairobi Meetings,
culminating in assuring a future for the Bank" They had to inform their authorities, in
confidence, and send forth a positive message from Bern.

306. He recalled that the United States' representative had opted for a practical
approach, inevitable but painful for most of the delegates. The Chairman of the Boards of
Governors had outlined the actions he intended to take towards his regional colleagues, while
the Bank Group President had indicated for his part what the Bank had done and would
continue to do in that direction.

307. He asked the delegations what they thought were the rninimum conditions necessary
for the Nairobi meeting to consolidate the Group's strategic position. As a development
expert, he realized that the challenges were immense and that reality must be borne in mind
if they were to play their role. They should broaden their perspectives, put aside their
responsibilities as delegates, consider themselves as shareholders of the Bank Group, and
devise measures to be taken to ensure the success of the Nairobi meetings.

308. The REPRESENTATIVE of NORWAY considered that the first condition was
the one expressed by several delegates, including that of the United States, that these
negotiations should be concluded in Nairobi. In that ceni-ext, twc critical problems arose:
the manner in which solutions could be found to nreet the substantial resources needed for
strengthening the position of the Bank, and the issue of ADF-only category. The second
condition was for Management to show the progress allurjed to by the Bank Group President.
That progress had to be demonstrated, or the determination of accomplishing it given
immediately, possibly before the Nairobi meeting. The thircl element was that the present
discussions and the forthcoming general capital increase be perceived as part of a continuing
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process. To be constructive and to resolve problems raised, it was necessary to keep an open
mind on the timing of the capital increase. A period of two years appeared to him too long
and likely to worsen the situation. The fourth challenge concerned the Regionals who should
deploy efforts to liquidate their arrears, without which the replenishment of the ADF

resources and the general capital increase would be put in danger. But there, efforts could
be made before Nairobi. Moreover, the regional countries should ponder the problems

caused by the existence of an ADF-only category. They should move away from the idea

that the mere fact of honouring their obligations to the Bank justifred eligibility for its
resources.

309. It was likewise important to realize that net transfers from the Bank to the
borrowing countries could not always be positive. It was a natural process that should be
recognized. Finally, the President had sent a positive signal on the Knox Report by noting
that the report constituted a challenge for Management and that it involved the participation

of all.

310. The REPRESENTATIVE of SWITZERLAND felt that Nairobi should mark a
new departure, and that the ADF-VII negotiations should be concluded at the present time,
with the launching of the general capital increase, which would be accompanied with a series
of measures to improve project quality and the financial position of the Institution. The two
obstacles to be overcome were the creation of an ADF-only category and the mechanism for
debt management. In connection with the first, the issue of creditworthiness and that of
moving from category A to B needed to be studied. It would also be useful to render
flexible and equitable the mechanism for the distribution of the ADF resources, but on the
basis of performance criterion. On the other hand, it was inevitable that the countries
moving from category B to A should experience net negative transfers (Côte d'Ivoire,
Cameroon, Senegal). The possibility of these net transfers being compensated by other
instruments or institutions should be considered. In this connection. he made reference to
the possible modest role of the Fifth Dimension.

311. With respect to the debt management mechanism, there was at present no consensus
on the necessity and the modalities of such a mechanism. The donor community should take
note of that fact.

T/ST
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312. The contacts with the African governments should be intensified between now and
the Nairobi meetings. The draft resolution should be worded in concrete terms so that they
could be ratified by the Governors without difficulty. Adequate time should be allowed for
the meeting of the Steering Committee in Nairobi so that it could work without too much
pressure. The reduction of the volume of arrears before the Annual Meetings would be a
very important gesture.

313. The general capital increase process should not be long, and should be pursued in
conjunction with the issues of financial policies and governance. The duration of the process
should not exceed one year, and completed at the 1995 Annuai Meetings. The increase
should not necessarily be large, because if the number of the Bank's clients were reduced;
the level of loans would be reduced also and the ADF would not offset the shortfall by a
larger volume, as one could not reâsonably assume that the stâtes wôùld Suddenly have the
resources whiôh they said they did not possess.

314. The REPRFSENTATIVE of Canana shared most of the previous sp.ai."rs;
viewpoints. What was expeÆted of the forthcomirtg Annual Meetings was to provide the
financial markets with the assurance that the Bank was healthy. Wondering why the fïnancial
markets were nervous about the ADB, he replied that it \l/as on account of the financial
viability, the tlecllne ln income lndicated by the Bank itself, and the observers of the Bank.

That nervous state was probably accentrrated by some recent events srrch as tyhe departure

of the Director of the Treasury. 'Io allay this nervousness, the financial position of the Bank

should be strengthened on a long-term basis, and the capil,al resources improved through a
general capital increase. Since the ADF-VII negotiations \r/ere taking a long time, the capital

increase should not be rushed, because that might perhaps pacify the markets for only a short

time. In the meantime, it was necessary to support the Bank Group. The acceleration of the
ADF-VII negotiations would not necessarily calm the vernous state of the markets, unless

it was backed with the requested reforms. In the circumstances, he recommended that

Management, the Board of Directors and the Board of Governors should adopt a convervative

financial approach.

315. The Bank was presently encountering these financial problems because it had not

ADF-only or ADB-only categories. Had it not lent to non-creditworthy countries, it would
not now be faced with the problem of arrears. The aim of an ADF-only category was to
avert the recurrence of such difficulties in future, and to inform the capital markefs thereof.
T/ST
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316, Refening to the comments of the Chairman of the Boards of Governors, he

conceded that the proposed measures would result in a contraction of the Bank's operations,

but only for 1994 and 1995. He hoped that the countries would gradually move from the

ADF-only category to the ADB-only category. The aim was not to kill the Bank, but on the

contrary, to structure it with a view to scaling down the number of borrowers. It would be

possible to envisage the merging of the two Boards of Directors within the context of a

review of the governance of the Bank Group. The issue could be considered jointly by the

regional and non-regional members in the coming months.

3tl. The REPRESEI.ITATIVE of FRANCE stated that his country had two objectives

for the Bank Group at the moment, namely, a better contribution to the development of

African countries and the financial soundness of the Bank. All actions and demands by his

country should be understood in the light of that dual objective. Much remained to be done

before the Nairobi meeting, setting as its goals the conclusion of the ADF-VII negotiations,

the strengthening of the financial base of the Bank and the improvement of its effectiveness

to enable the donors in return to raise the portion of their resources earmarked for the Bank

Group. Some measures like those concerning the ADF-VII could be rapidly carried out,

while others take more time. The framework should, therefore, be that of continual dialogue

between the different shareholders of the Group on the one hand, and between them and

Management on the other hand. It was worth recalling, in that respect, that the

communication and information gap wils considerable. Several issues raised in the Co-

ordinator's letter deserved to be resolved.

318. In the first place, one should mention, in the dialogue and the necessary concerted

action, the creation of an ADF-only category, and the quest for an improvement in the

financial position. This creation, interesting for the beneficiary countries, was indispensable

for the Bank, if a generalized accumulation of arrears were to be avoided. But this particular

decision $/as bound to evolve in time. Actions suggestive of bullying should be avoided in

favour of offering an opportunity for the recipients of concessional financing. Nevertheless,

this measure should be complemented with a country risk policy based on clear and

transparent crit€ria decided by, and applied in a transparent manner, by the Board.

3lg. In this connection, the discussion by the Board of a country risk policy document

before the Nairobi meetings would be a clear and positive signal to the Governors because

of the necessity to counter-balance decisions such as the one concerning the adoption of the

1994 Lending Programme, which was opposed by four Executive Directors, including the
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one representing his country. In line with the resolution of the Board of Governors held in

Dakar in 1992, this decision should be cited anew in Nairobi, this time on the consensual and

concerted initiative of the Board and Management.

320. The negotiations on the adequacy of the capital and the possibilities of a capital

increase would be launched also in Nairobi. These negotiations would provide the base for

consultation between the regional and non-regional Governors. In that context, he

commended the idea advocated by the Chairman of the Boards of Governors for continuing

the deliberations of the Consultative Committee of the Governors, the lessons to be drawn

from the last general capital increase, the strengthening of the financial base of the Bank, the

restoration of equilibrium in the voting powers, the capital structure, and the other

operational issues.

321. Nairobi should also make it possible to consider how to stabilize the situation in

connection with the recent institutional tension through appropriate decisions on governance,

with due regard for the respective powers of the President and the Board.

322. Some organizational reforms could be rapidly carried out, commencing their

implementation before Nairobi would constitute an appreciable positive sign: decentralization

of the power structure, staff redeployment, termination of contracts. The foregoing items

were not new. r$[ith regard to the tension within the Bank, the nervous state of the financial

markets, and the creation of an appropriate safety net for the Bank, one should be wary of

misplaced catastrophism. The eventual call for callable shares which he had referred to

would not be in function of the conduct of the bonds raised by the Bank on the capital

markets, but of the non-respect by the Bank of the maturity date of a borrowing. But the

Bank faced no immediate risks in that respect since its reserves corresponded to one and a

half years' financial maturity daæ.

323. Moreover, the use of the ADF's resources to provide a safety net entailed problems

including, among others, the questions of loan which were minor, and the other more serious

ones. In connection with the latter, the Fund had never had too much resources to meet the

needs of African countries. The path to follow was in the direction of the Bank, in the spirit

of consultation between regionals and non-regionals, and through the establishment of a Trust

Furrd with semi-automatic contributions as needed. Instead of a rapid capital increase, he

would recommend a rapid decision on an interim mechanism bridging the gap between to-

day's capital and tomorrow's.
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324. Finally, his country was obviously concerned by the liquidity problem of the Bank,

particularly the use of derivatle instruments (stop-loss, etc.) without the Board's

instructions. Moreover, unlike in the past, the FTRY lacked managerial supervision.

3ZS. The REPRESENTATM of JAPAN said that the message corntttg out of Bern

should be expression of the desire to conclude the ADF-VII negotiations at the earliest

possible time, and before the Annual Meetings. The Japanese financial markets were not as

nervous as the American or Canadian markets about the Bank's financial position.

326. In short, the financial difficulties should be tackled with dctermination : an ADF-

only category should be created, raising the interest rates would be a good thing; the

sanctions policy had to be strengthened, and the process for the next general capital increase

accelerated.

327. Japan was opposed to the employment of ADF's resources for the Special Fund.

The issue should be handled within the context of the Bank. But, in that context, he

appreciated the document prepared by his United States' colleague, although certain aspects

required such substantial technical and legal clarifications that rendered the proposal

premature. In contrast, as far as the Fifth Dimension was concerned as a compromise, Japan

was prepared to accept the use of ADF loan repayments to subsidize interests. The sum of

UA 135 million was quite substantial, and if these questions could be tackled during the

Annual Meetings of the IMF and the World Bank, there were serious chances of launching

a process.

328. The REPRF-SENTATIVE of S\ryEDEN realized that the present discussions were

very constructive, that the situation was very serious, and that the Institution was passing

through a difficult transitory period. He had listened attentively to the reassuring

interventions of the Chairman of the Boards of Governors and the President of the Bank.

Changes and reforms were necessary; he was seeking a global approach before the Annual

Meetings in Nairobi, with elements like strengthening conf,tdence between the regionals and

the non-regionals, and taking measures necessary for the future of development. He

supported the conclusion of negotiations either before or during the Nairobi Annual

Meetings.

T/ST
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329. His country also supportr,:rl the creal.ion of ar AI)jr-r-.rrltirlateg,orl.', initiating the
negotiations on the genenl capital iricrease during the r\rrriuiLl i,4st:titrgs, cr a short while
thereafter, the creation of a workjng group of Co.;erncrs lvith ther alni of seæking greater

understanding between tlie regir:nals and non-regionais.

330. liis delegatiurr lc,okerl fi-rnvutl wiih itrterest to the tjel-rt rrranagerneni meclranism,
and hoped that a series of resolutions would come out of tlre Knox Repart, which could be
applied gradually, on the lines of the reconrniendations corrtained in the Co-crrcliriator's letter.
Frotn a procedural viervpoiril, lre errctrulaged tlic PlesirJorrt to proceerl in sucrh a rrianner that
the policy lssues would t.re resolved r,vrthur tfie, fi'anrcwork crL AL.lft-Vll. Irinally, he olrserved

that it was very imporlant that a positive signal come out of the present meeting.

331. The REPRESENTATIVE of the UNITED KINGDOM recalled the President's
confirmation to the Chairman of the Boards of Governors that the OECD countries were
unanimous in their desire to see the ADB Group strengthened. 'i'hat was the starling point.

But there was evidently a crisis of coniidence on their prart, principally a lack of confidence

in the decision-malcing process within the Institution. For instance, the 1994 Lending

Prograrnme had not been adopted as a result of a consensua.l decision. Moreover, the high
priority given, during the last Annual h4eetings, to the liquidation of arrears had remained
pious wishes, without being able to prevent them fiom rising. Besides, the decision Laken

in December 1993 by the Consr-rltative Committee not to undertake any new action on the

matter \À/as a sign of another missed opportunity. One of the major priorities in Nairobi

would be to depioy determined efforts to ensure a change in the attitude of the countries
presently in arrears. The difference in the attitude of the regional member countries to their

Bank and the V/orld Bank was quite striking and raised doubts on the degree of their

commitment to the Institution.

332. In his opinion, a decisive change was required in the Bank's lending policy because

the United Kingdom did not think that it was appropriate to grant loans to low-income

countries on ADB lending conditions. Hence the painful necessity to create an ADF-only

category. In fact, the Deputies could not see why the African rrerritrers accepted froni the

World tsank conditions and treatrnent thai thev wanted to refuse from the African

Development Bank.

TiST
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333. With respect to the conclusions of the ADF-VII negotiations, he had an open mind,

but was sceptical about the rapid implementation of the measures imposed as prior conditions

for the conclusion of the negotiations before or during the Annual Meetings. He endorsed

the reservations on the establishment of a safety net due, among others, to the fact that the

proposal was premature. Concerning the launching of negotiations on the adequacy of

resources and the general capital increase, the process should take off in Nairobi, with the

assisiance of a Blue Riband panel proposed by the United States. In that connection, he

doubted the utility of the work of the Committee of Ten, it might have even contributed to

what the Knox Report called conflictual tensions between the shareholders on the precise role

that the Bank should play. The GCI-V process might serve as a pretext to shelve otherwise

urgent concerns.

334. The REPRESENTATIVE of the NETHERLANDS said that his country was

determined to work constructively with all the parties concerned to conclude the ADF-VII

negotiations in Nairobi. But the ADF-VII fell within a lrger context. The Representative

of the United States had outlined some elements of that global context, and his delegation

approved them.

335. Commenting on those elements, he pointed out that the creation of an ADF-only

category was in the interest of the Bank and the borrowing countries. He conceded that the

issue of net negative transfers should be placed in a global context of donor activities. It was
of crucial importance that a climate of confidence be created. That climate would make it
possible to initiate rapidly the GCI-V negotiations. Finally, his country was prepared to

consider favourably the establishment of a debt management mechanism. The non-regional

countries were willing to make such a contribution, in a spirit of compromise, and in
recognition of the fact that the present situation required an orthodox response from both the
regional and the non-regional representatives who would have to put aside their traditional
reflexes.

336. The REPRESENTATIVE of FINLAND stated that his country's position had not
changed since the previous day. At the end of the Nairobi Annual Meetings, it would be
crucial to affirm the consensus of all the 77 member countries. Issues relating to the ADF
should be placed in a global context. The negotiations on the seventh replenishment could
be concluded in Nairobi, in parallel with the Annual Meetings. His country supported the
creation of an ADF-only category, subject to approval of a system of moving from one
category to another. It also favoured the launching of the GCI process in Nairobi and the
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establishment of a Blue Riband Group. Furthermore, it was convinced of the necessity for
the implementation of the proposed measures to be monitored by the Governors, and not by
the ADF donors.

337. The REFRESENTATIVE of BELGILIM said that it was desirable that the donors
deploy all possible efforts to reassure the financial markets and save the Bank Group. A
series of actions could only be undertaken if certain concrete measures were taken, even

before the conclusion of the ADF-VII negotiations: creation of an ADF-only category, and

other measures embodied in the Co-ordinator's letter.

338. He expressed doubts about getting satisfaction before or in Nairobi, and wondered

if the decisions which Deputies might be prompted to take as a result of time constraints,
would respond in the long-run to the set aspirations, or correspond to the wishes of the Bank

Group, those of the donors, or the borrowers.

339. Referring to the mechanisms proposed for resolving the problem of debt and

arrears, he recalled his opposition to the Special Fund. The Fifth Dimension would be

unacceptable to his country unless it was financed by ADF loan repayments. In conclusion,

he expressed the wish that deliberations on the general capital increase be accompanied by

a review of the shareholding structure.

340. The REPRESENTATIVE of GERMANY feared that no clear message could

emerge from the current meeting, although it had contributed to deepening the understanding

of the situation and what was expected from all the parties. He hoped that a message could

be sent to Nairobi: to the effect that the non-regionals would maintain their commitment to

Africa through the ADB and the ADF. He stressed that the time for making promises had

passed, that all the existing decisions should be implemented, and that no savings were too

small in budgeting.

341. He added that the uneasiness of the financial markets and capitals were heightened

by Mr. Bucknor's departure, and that a hasty conclusion of the negotiations before certain

measures came into force would not be a positive element. With regard to the resolution

concerning the lending programme, he understood the consensus differently: if a single

opposition was expressed at the final stage, there was no consensus. In conclusion, he hoped

that the restoration of confidence in the African partners to contribute to safeguarding this

common Bank would lay the base for the support of all the OECD countries.
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342. The CHAIRMAN expressed the view that the issues at stake were clair; the
determination had been expressed to conciude the ADF-VII negotiations shortly, to initiate
the GCI negotiations, to liquidate arrears, ild to induce the Governors to assume their
responsibilites. He was convinced that they would all make concerted efforts for the future
of the African Development Bank Group.

343. TheREPRESEIITATIVE of tbeLINITED STATES of AMERICA suggested that
the American media reports on the financial situation of the Bank be placed in their right
perspective, The lead agencies and the guarantors of the Bank had the responsibility to sell
the bonds on the market. The American Treasury oryanized sales auctions every
Wednesday. There wêre times when the Tr'easury bonds wefe not sold. At prèsent, the
interest raùes were not going up as eaSily às the lead àgency for US$ 500,000,000 hâd hoped.
Its profits were thus not as substantial ai it Would have wished.

314. the PRESIDAYT of the ËANI( GROUP edd€d that the said informarion had
ofiginâtdl from the waii Stræt ând that no orhcr mâri(et had been disriirbed by it. The
$uâialitor8 had got in touch with the garlx Mânagernent to <tetermine what was thc right thing
to do. There was an informatlon mechsnlsm on the American market which had to be
appdeed if the situatisn deterisrakd, To that endi the guiuantors and the leed agencieg wore
ready to dispatch independent experts to Abidjan to verify the situation and report thereon
to the markets. That would calm the situation in the united States.

345- The CHAIRMAN observed that the discussions had been very useful and intense,
even going beyond the strict context of the ADF-VII. He would have liked consideration of
the report also to go as far as possible. Nevertheless, he requested Deputies who wished to
do so to make their contributions to the morning's deliberations on strategic issues, and
eventually Management and the President of the Bank to react. He proposerl giving the floor
to each delegation about the financial position of the ADF in order to have an updated table
of subscription possibilities before the Nairobi meetings.

346. The Drafting Committee had produced a document which would be distributed in
the two languages. He suggested that Deputies should study the document between the
present time and the Annual Meetings in Nairobi, because he did not expect paragraph 19
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and the following paragraphs to be discussed during the present meeting. He recogni zed the
fact that certain aspects of the draft resolution could be improved upon.

347. He announced that the next consultative meeting on the replenishment of the ADF
resources would takeplace on the afternoon of 7 May and on 8 May 1994, before the Annual
Meetings. He realized though that the dates were too close to the Annual Meeting of the
Asian Development Bank.

348. The REFRESENTATIVE of SWEDEN, enncerned with giving a concrete content
to the common desire to see a positive signal from the meeting, suggested that the present
consultative meeting be rounded up with the publication of a press release for appropriate
dissemination.

349. The REPRESENÎIIIVE of SPAIN suggested, with a view to stepping up the
conSultâtive process of the ADF replenishment, considerefion of thê tiossibility oi subjæring
the entry into force of ADF-VII to the implêmenràdon ôf genéral actions, as set out in the
Co-ordinaûor's le$er,

350. Thc REPRESENTATIVE of the UNITED KINGDOM wondered to whom the
press release would be addressed, what impact it would exert, and about the time constraint.

351. The CI{AIRMAN shared the opinion of the United Kingdom representative,
especially if the press release was expeÆted to reconcile divergent views but Management
could issue the release, with the assistance of Deputies, by stressing the determination of the
different partners for a solid Bank to be present side by side in Nairobi.

353. The REPRESENTATIVE of the UNITED STATES of AMERICA thought that
issuing a press release was not the right course. He would rather prefer a statement by the
Bank President underlining the areas of conscnsus and convergence, and sumriiârizing the
deliberations.

353. Thc REPRF^SENTATIVE of theUN|TED KINGDOM subscribed to the previous

speaker's Staternent and opted for a less forrnal message. It was Management's right to
reassure the markets that the donors were collaborating constructively.

T/ST
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The REFRESENTATIVE of S\TITZaRLAI{D supported a short statement.

355. The REPRESENTATIVE of FRANCE scarcely saw any benefit from negotiating
a press release whereas Management could prepare a statement on the aspects concerning the
Fank. For the ADF, ttrings were not sufficiently advanced. A reassuring statement which
expressed the commitnrent of the non-regional countries would be more profitable.
Managernent did not require any encouragement from the Deputies.

356. The PRU.SIDEN'il of the BANK GROUP expressed his gratitude to all the
speakers for their suggestions. His reaction was simiiar to that of the Swiss representative.
He could arrange for his staff to prepare the required statement. But, inasmuch as the capital
markets were not located in Africa, and the callable capital supporting the operations on the
capital markets were not those of the African countries, such a communication would not
have the desired impact if it was signed by Management only. Therefore, he suggested that
the communication be issur J by the Co-ordinator, since he was the author of the first letter.

357. He conceded that those who thought that it was diffïcult to negotiate a press release
were quite right, because it was a time-consuming task.

358. The CHAIRMAN requested Deputies to authorize him to prepare a press release
in conjunction with the President.

It was so agreed.

359. The PRESIDENT of the BANK said that if he had to draw any lessons from the
meeting, he would point out that the different statements had clearly shown that the problems
of the Bank Group had been addressei in a very positive spirit. One stumbling-block to the
ADF negotiations u/as the creation of an ADF-only category. He gave the assurance that
Management could not be fundamentally opposed to the idea, because it would be dangerous
to continue to lend money to countries without the repâyment capacit!, et whose defaults
could endanger the Bank's position. Hence, the proposal should be refined. If the criterion
of creditworthiness had to be developed as it should, Management would do it before the
Nairobi Annual Meetings. Denial of access to the defaulting countries for the balance of the
fourth replenishment resources might be envisaged.

T/ST
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360. He made it clear again that classification of a country in a given c*rtegary was not
definitive. Management would make a point of explaining why it was necessary to limit
Bank loans to a cærtain category of countries, and seeing if compensation mechanisms could
alleviate the effects of the applieation of such a proposal.

361. He agrecd with thc Nonvegiur reprÊ$Ëntstive that nat transfÊn might sometimês
be negative. Managertteni was slrxious to get the underlying problcms of this proposal
understood by the Deputies, and the Deputies' eoncerns understood by the affected regional
countriËs.

362, It was astonishing to hear, in connection with the issue of arrears, that Management
had neither made any efforts, nor kept its promises to control arrears. Since the last Annual
Meetings, financial measures had been taken, as a result of which the Bank's representations,
staff missions, and the President's travels, had made it possible to resolve part of the
problems. He suggested'-rning down the affirmation that Management had not kept its
promises. He was ready to announce what would be done on the Knox Report which had
claimed considerable attention among Deputies.

363. The programme proposed by the Co-ordinator did not entail any fundamental
probleni. But Management could not make any promise on the implementation time-table
demanded by some delegates, i.e. implementation of some measures before Nairobi.
Moreover, it was worth noting that there would be only one meeting of the Boards before
the Annual Meetings and that there were rules for the submission of items. Concentration
had centr-ed around the Knox Report.

364. 't lrc rtata requested were available and could be circulated in the following week,

but that would not be sufficient.

365. He commended the spirit behind the drafting of the Co-ordinator's letter, as well

as the commitment rrilde by the ADF State Participants, shareholders of the ADB, for their

support of the Group.

366. The CHAIRMAN stated that the Nairobi meeting would offer Deputies an

opportunity to devise an appropriate diplomatic wording I , get approval for the creation of

the ADF-only category.

T/ST
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367. tJ/ith regard to arrears, the Bank President's previous statement illustrated the

communication gap previously mentioned. He recommended, between now and the Nairobi

meeting, that stock be taken of the measures carried out in this respect.

368. As for the funding of the ADF, he observed that the situation was disturbing, the

commitment capacity having been exhausted. The shortfall presently facing the ADF-VI

could probably be treated under various headings. Different scenarios had already been

discussed, on the basis of the resource needs of African countries and cçnstraints on the

donors. Before calling on Deputies to present their respective positions on the matter, he

apologized for having omitted to formally announce the presence of Argentina's delegation.

He welcomed that country's return after passing through some difficult moments.

369. The REPRESENITATM of FRANCE thought that it would be useful if Deputies

could complete their interventions during the on-going consultation by specifying when their

respective countries could deposit their instruments of subscription, in order to envisage the

date that the ADF-VII would come into force.

370. The REPRESEI.ITATM of GERMAITIY said that he had previously mentioned

the situation prevailing in his country since last autumn. His delegation could no longer

negotiaûe subject to parliamentary approval. Parliament had to be notified beforehand. Since

its bilateral aid had been increased substantially, Germany could not go beyond 97o of the

replenishment, i.e. the previous level. Nor could he announce an amount in absolute figures.

If the Budget Commission's approval was obtained, the amount of the contribution could be

inserted in the 1995 budget.

371. The REPRESEI{TATM of SAUDI ARABIA expressed his delegation's

appreciation to the Swiss authorities. His country was conscious of the role which the Bank

Group was playing in the economic and social development of the continent as well as the

resources required for the replenishment of the ADF's resources. The competent authorities

were studying the situation, and their decision would be communicated in due course.

372. The CHAIRMAN hoped that that decision could be communicated before the

Nairobi meeting.

T/ST
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373. TheREPRBSENTATM of ARGENTINA thanked the Swiss authorities for their

hospitality. Argentina's presence at the consultative meeting should be seen as a symbol.

Since 1979, his country had had to contend with very severe inflation, due largely to an

unsuitable fîscal regime. But struetural adjustment measures had been taken to redress the

situation, including a pnvattzation programme of the economy and the reform of the State.

Improvements were being made to the fiscai accounts.

374. He announced that his country intended to take part in the next replenishment by

maintaining the same share of previous replenishments.

375. The REPRESETITATIVE of AUSTRIA said that he had supported the creation

of an ADF-only category in the hope that the replenishment level would be increased. His

authorities urged African countries to accept that initiative, which would enable Austria to

increase its participation. He felt that there were no resources to establish a safety net, he

maintained his support for increasing the total volume of replenishment. The electoral time-

tables of his country prohibited indicating a date for the deposit of instruments before the end

of the year.

376. The REPRBSENTATIVE of BELGIUM recalled his previous statement on the

budgetary difficulties facing his country, compounded by the depreciation of the Belgian

Franc parity to the Unit of Account. Consequently, its contribution could certainly not

exceed the norminal amount subscribed to the ADF-VI, which meant a decrease in the

relative value. The deposit of instrument could only be effected at the beginning of 1995.

377. The REPRESEI.ITATIVE of BRAZIL started by expressing his delegation's

gratitude to the Swiss Government for its warm hospitality. The draft resolution having

introduced restrictions on contributions in national currencies, it would be difficult for his

country to maintain the level of its previous contribution. The situation had already been

presented in the context of IDA. Brazil's contribution would, therefore, have a symbolic

value.

378. The REPRESENTATIVE of CANADA observed that equitable allotmentof shares

was important for his country. Canada had borne too large a proportion of the previous

replenishments, occupying the fourth position of the total replenishment of resources since

the establishment of the ADF, and the fifth place for the paid-up resources. Considering that

Canada held only the seventh rank in the G-7 countries, it had thus been playing a role out
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of proportion to its size. During the recent meeting of the Global Ettvironment Fund, the

international community had agreed that an IDA-adjusted formula was the most appropriate

way to determine a balanced burden-sharing. Canada was thinking of reducing its share and

nominal contribution. But the actual level would be in function of Canada's satisfaction on

the hnancial reforms dernanded.

379. The REPREISENTATM of SWEDEN had not yet obtained instructions from

Stockholm. Strong pressures would be exerted on his country's budget and he could not

guarantee being able to tnaintain its level of participation in the ADF-VI.

380. The REPRESËF{TATIVE of CHIN.A thanked the Swiss authorities for their

hospitality. His country would continue to make efforts by maintaining a contribution of

1.642% of the replenishment payable in three equal tranches denorrinated in the United

States dollar.

381. The REFRESENTATIVE of KOREA announcei that his country's subscription

would be O.696% of the total replenishment. It was its highest level of subscription to any

development bank because the new Korean Government had adopted a budget restriction

programme in the previous year.

382. The REPRESENTATIVE of SPAIN said that the parliamentary process in his

country would take a year once the resolution was approved.

383. The REPRF,SENTATWE of the IJNITED STATES of AMERtrCA announced

that his country intended to contribute US$ 500 million per year over the three-year

replenishment period, which represented a decrease in nominal value of previous

replenishments. An amount of 800 million dollars in arrears was outstanding as a result of

an increase of 25To to lDA, 29% to the ADF-VI, and 15% to the AsDB. Unfortunately, his

country had not been able to adhere to the schedule of payments. The Secretary of State had

recently announced a reduction of arrears. It was worth recalling that the United States made

an annual contribution of US$ 100 million for four years to the V/orld Environment Fund,

which was a substantial amount. The first tranche of the subscription to the ADF-VII might

be paid around 1st October or lst November.

8s
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384. The REPRESENTATIVE of FII{LAND recalled having already explained, in

Copenhagen, his country's position on the financing of ADF-VII. He announced a nominal

increase of its subscription to be translated by a contribution of 200 million Finnish marks,

the first tranche of which might be paid even in the present year.

385. He added that for his country's authorities, the schedule of annual encaslrrnents was

very important. He, therefore, requested the Finance Department to provide expianations

on cash-flow estimates.

386. The R.EPRESENTATIYE of DENMARK stated that subject to carryrng out

substantial linancial and operational improvements as outlined in the Co-ordinator's letter,

and obtaining an equitable burden-sharing, his country could support a replenishment of UA

2.6 million by maintaining the real value of its contribution.

381. The REPRESENTATIVE of FRANCE announced that his country's contribution

would depend on the extent of response to its requests on the lines of the Co-ordinator's

letter. France had contributeÀ 7.027o to IDA; it had also contributed substantially towards

the fourth, the fifth and six replenishments of the ADF, thereby occupying the third position

among the Fund's donors. The ADF should now prove that it had a significant advantage

over IDA, inasmuch as the requests by Atrican countries to bilateral donors were

considerable. France's contribution represented t0.7 % of the combined contributions of all

the other countries. That level would probably be a ceiling for the next replenishment of

resources.

388. The total amount of the replenishment to the ADF should be recapitulated in the

light of the announced reduced contributions, so as to avoid encouragin g expecraûons which,

from all indications, appeared unlikely to be met.

389. The REPRESENTATIVE of INDIA thanked the Swiss Government for its

hospitality and the facilities placed at the disposal of the meeting, as well as the Co-ordinator

for his effectiveness. India had already announced its position at the fourth consultative

meeting. Despite its desire to strengthen the resource base of the ADF, budgetary constraints

had compelled India to limit its contribution to UA 8,450,000 in real value. He could not

at the present time announce the time-frame for payment of the amount.

Ti ST
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390. The REPRESENTATIVE of ITALY could not make any formal commitment at
the present stage, but hoped that there would be developments by the time of the Nairobi
meeting.

391. The REpRESENTATM of JApAN stated that his country was faced with a
budget defrcit of l9Vo, payment of interests amounting to 16% of the budget, and current
debt going up to 53% of the GNP. The authorities had to stimulate the local market and
effect substantial fiscal reductions within the framework of negotiations with the United
States. The budget constraints were, therefore, very severe. On the other hand, the ADF
no longer had commitment capacitv, yet it had to prnvide resorlrces to the poor countries as
early as possible.

3g2. His country was ready to conclude the negotiations on the basis of an equitable
burden-sharing. Japan would contribute 13.60Vo, but if the major donors reduced their
respective contributions, it would have to do the same. The overall level should, therefore,
be realistic and feasible. It should be hxed once and for all without leaving any amounts in
doubt.

393. He reiterated his concerns on the problem of arrears involving Japan's contribution.
Since the proposed contribution to the ADF had not been taken into consideration in his
country's 1994 budget, the matter would feature on the agenda after April 1995, unless a
special session of Parliament was convened.

3g4. The REPRESENTATIVE of KUWAIT said that as an oil-dependent economy,
his country was faced with several diffîculties, and could not maintain the level of its
contribution to the ADF-VI. It would contribute US$ 25 million which would be paid during
the present year.

3g5. The REPRESENTATIVE of NORWAY had no instruction up to the present rime,
due to various reasons, including the delay in negotiations, ail the different issues raised, and
the problem of cost-sharing. He noted that the issue of cost-sharing was getting considerable
importance, and had been disheartened by his Canadian colleague's proposal to transfer the
experiences of one institution to another, which would be damaging for the bilateral
mechanism. His country hoped to be able maintain the level of its previous contribution.
If there was any possibility of making the subscription in lgg4, it would be announced in
Nairobi, otherwise it would have to be in 1995.
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396. The CHAIRMAN noted that the manner in which the issue of cos-sharing was

being approached was inclined to generate negative feelings, which might completely deny
the ADF of resources. That warranted reflection, if an impasse were to be averted.

397. The Netherlands had engaged in the resource replenishment process with the hope
of raising the volume of resources from the previous replenishment level on account of the
exclusion of category A countries to ADB resources, the necessity to provide compensation

through increased concessional funds, and to assist categories A and B countries combat
poverty, without compromising their growth prospects. Yet, there had been reference that

morning to the adoption of a. global strategy vrhich vrould enahle the aDF negotiations to te

concluded. An appreciable level of replenishment woulcl be a good signal to the hnancial

markets.

398. He drew the attention of his colleagues to the importance of the Nairobi meetings

which was likely to be a decisive turning-point for the entire Bank Group. In that context,

it was imperative that the State Participants make a special contribution to the Fund in order

to mark the event. If the negotiations were concluded in Nairobi, his country, which would

be holding general elections in two weeks' time, could submit its instrument of subscription

before the end of 1994. In any case, any delay in the conclusion of the negotiations would

introduce an element of uncertainty to the country's contribution to the ADF-VII.

399. The REPRESENTATIVE of FORTUGAL expressed his country's continued

support of the zero growth scenario, and maintenance of its share of the ADF-VI, on the

basis of a replenishment level of UA 2.4 billion, possibly going up to UA 2.6 billion.

400. TheREPRESENTATIVE of theLINITED KINGDOM recalled having confirmed

in Copenhagen the high priority which Africa occupied in his country's overseâs assistance

programme. That priority had just been expressed in its contribution to SPA III. But he had

serious concerns regarding the developmental effectiveness of the Bank Group operations.

The United Kingdom's participation in the replenishment of the ADF would hinge on the

measures to redress the present state of affairs. The adoption of a clear and unambiguous

lending policy was an essential condition, as was the circulation of a plan of action for

tackling the problems of project quality identified in the Knox Report. The United Kingdom

would welcome a firm commitment on the other issues raised in the Co-ordinator's letter.

T/ST
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4Q!. The REPRESENTATIVE of SWITZERLAND thought that his country might

increase its contribution slightly in Swiss Francs over its share of the ADF-VI. Based on a

replenishment level of UA 2.6 billion, that would mean a minor reduction of Switzerland's

share. The instrument of subscription might be deposited in a few months' time.

402. TheREPRESENTATIVE of GERMANY stated that considerable progress on his

delegation's demands wiui a pre-requisite for any action before Parliament.

403. Ttre CHAIRMAN ubserved that the picti-u'e ernerging frum tlie dclilrerations was

rather gloomy, characterized by uncertainties about the nominal value of the ADF-VII and

the long periods of negotiations. In fact, the next replenishment would not enter into force

before the end of 1994. The ADF was, therefore, placed in a prolonged period of lack of

commitment capacity. In the circumstances, he urged Deputies to adopt a creative approach

to the reconciliation of the duration of the time-frame which they needed with the necessity

to put in place the commitment capacity of the Fund at the earliest possible time.

4M. He had already said that the problem of cost-sharing should not offset the

mobilization of resources for the African Development Fund. He then requested

Management to prepare for the Nairobi meetings, tables on the cost-sharing formula that

were applied to the ADF-VI. Any changes based on the announcements of contributions

would serve as a useful reference.

405. Deputies had received two documents, one on the Drafting Committee's work

conceming paragraphs 4 to 18 for consideration, and the other on calculation of allocations

based on the Dutch proposal.

406. The REPRESENTATIVE of FRANCE noted a point of detail: the last column of

the simulation table of allocations was misleading, because it was a mathematical method of

increase for each country, which was not so significant. The corresponding figures for all
the countries were slightly different, because all category A countries changed from a little

over 1.4 billion to nearly 1.6 billion, representing a total increase of 10.5%; by contrast,

category B did not register an increase of 5 Vo, but a fall of 20Vo.
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447. The CIIAIRMAN observed that the Deputies had concluded their deliberations at
least for the present time; but the outstanding agenda items remained ambitious. He
reminded them that the next meeting would be held on 7 and 8 May in Nairobi, and that
Management would forward the necessary documents as usual. He implored Deputies to
study the documents despite the limited tirne available.

408. In conclusion, he thought that despite everything, the meeting had been quite
exhaustive, devoted as it was to an institution which was of cardinal importance for the
develcprnent of Africa. Assuranccs hacl been giveri by all tlre parties ccrncerned that tirey
would do their utmost in Nairobi to continue their solid relations with the Bank Group. He
thanked Deputies for thein interventions and the Swiss authorities for their hospitality, wished
those travelling safe return journey, and a pleasant time for those extending their stay in
Bern.

The meeting rose at 7.05 p.m.
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